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Aligarh, Berkeley, Cambridge 
Send Eighteen Here To '"f each 
Appointments of 18 new members garh, U. P., India in 1943, taught at 
of the Wellesley College faculty for the University of Missouri from 1954 
1~1966 were announced today by to 1962, and since 1962 has been a 
Miss Margaret Clapp, president of member of ~he Boston University 
The Legality of Civil Disobedience 
Subject of Pendleton Discussion 
the College. faculty. 
Coming as Professor of Art and Appointed Assistant Professor of 
Greek is Emily Dickinson Vermeule English is E. Duncan Aswell. cur-
(Mrs. Cornelius Vermeule), wl>ose rently an instructor at Columbia 
book, Greece lo dip Bronze A~e. was University and previously at the Uni-
publis1led this month by the Univer- versity of California at Berkeley. A ~ity ot Chicago Press. I Harvard graduate, be obtained the 
o- Now In Atht-ns I !\:.A. and Ph.D. degrees at the Uni-
A graduate of Bryn Mawr, Mrs. \'ersi~y of California. 
Vcrmule received the M.A. at Rad- fonnl'r Teaeher at Harvard 
cliffe College and the Ph.D. at Bryn '.'drs. Theodore Harrison. who re-
The legal aspects of civil disobed-
ience was the main topic of a de-
oc, te in Pendleton last Friday, pro-
voked by the civil 'righti; crisis in 
Alabama. 
Unlike the earlier discussion on 
Viet Nam, the disagreement between 
Mr. Schecter and Mr. D' Amato was 
not clearly defined, and t<his detract-
ed from the liveliness of what was 
r.cvertheless an informative assess-
ment of many of the problems of 
the civil rights movement. 
Supports .Johnson's Delay 
Mawr. She taught at Bryn Mawr in ce!Ved the B.A., M:A., and Ph.D. de-
1956-57. at Wellesley in 1957-58, and gr~s from Radcliffe and has been 
since 1958 has been at Boston Uni- an mst~ctor. for t~ years at_ Har-
versity, where she is Chairman of vard Umvers1t~, w1~l be a~ Assistant 
the Department of Classics. On sab- Prof_essor of Biological Sciences. 
batical leave this year. she is teach- Miss Maryvonn~ LeMoal and 
ing at the American School of Classi- I George J. Stamboh~n have ~n 
cal studies in Athens. named lnstr~ctors tin ~rench. ~1ss 
Mr. Alan Schecter, Assistant Pro-
fessor of Political Science, supported 
the actions of President Johnson in 
not sending troops into Alabama. He 
believes that until Judge Johnson had 
ruled that the marches could take 
place, no constitutional right had 
been litigated and the President 
w:mld have been on "weak grounds" 
in sending in troops. 
Mr. Schecter (left) and Mr. D'Amato, both of the Political Science 
Department, discuss the issues in Selma, 
The first person appointed on the Le~foal rec~1ved the , License d An-
Edith Stix Wasserman Foundation ~la1s and D1plom~ de .Etudes ~~r­
for Far Eastern Studies in Paul An- 1eures at the University of Po1tiers 
drew Cohen, Associate Professor of ~nd has taught French lan~uage a_nd 
History. He holds the B.A. degree htera~re for Sweet Briar J~or 
from the University of Cl>icago and I Year m France and at Stanford-m-
l'he M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from I France. _A Dar~out<h graduate, Mr. 
Harvard University. After serving as Stamboha~ rec~1ved the .M.A. ~agree 
a visiting lecturer at the University I ~t the U~1vers1ty of W1sconsm and 
of Michigan, he has taught Far East- is a candidate for the Ph.D. there. 
H. t Amh Coll · English Adds Two ern 1s ory at erst ege smce N 1 tr t . E 1- h ill be 1963 ew ns uc ors m ng 1s w 
· Studied In France Barry Phillips and Paul Schwaber. 
Jerome Regnier, who has taught at Mr. Phillips received his B.A. at 
Bryn Mawr College since 1962, will (Continued on page nine 
Basing his argument on the ques-
tion of whether the right to assemble 
i.; absolute, Mr. Schecter maintained 
U1at since the Supreme Court has 
ruled that states may require per-
mits to assemble, President Jo!lnson 
sl>ould not have dispatched troops. 
Dlseusses Various MPthods 
Mr. Anthony D'Amato, Instructor 
h Political Science, took ttie position 
that "ii we have to wait for Judge 
be Associate Professor of Geology. -----------------------------
After completing a three-year geol-
ogy course at the University of Nan-
cy, France, he obtained the M.S. 
Abeles Prints Displq,yed in Vil; 
from MOJltana School of Mines and s ud . 
the Ph.D. from Columbia University. I t LeS 
He has taught at Vassar and Rollins . 
Colleges as well as at Bryn Mawr. 
Fill Booksmith Gallery 
Selected works of Sigmund .\bl'k' A111erica1t Artist featuring Mr. Ahc-
of the An Department an~ now on Jes' work rnn a lso be seen, sud1 as 
clbplay in tlw print galll'ry of th<· •Gina Still Smokes," "She Got·s 
Paperback Hooksmith in Wl'llcslcy. Tuu," "S1·1f-Portrait Etrhing a Ton-
Approximatdy t\n•nty orig;inal cJu" and ""Gina." 
prints comprise Mr. Abeles' exhibit. As the title indicate, the works 
Many of the works ar<' etchings. One ;:n· studil·~ of pt'oplc. Most or Mr. 
Jol>nson, then the law has failed." 
The court is oot the only arbiter, he 
argued, since it is "only determining 
prior rigl>ts." Any "reasonable 
men" could make the same decisi"On. 
"The wrongs inflicted on the plain-
tiffs were beyond reasonable 
bounds", said Mr. D'Amato, and 
President Johnson should have exer-
ci ~ed his legal right and protected 
the marchers. 
Endeavoring "to put all this in a 
13.Ilger perspective," Mr. D'Amato 
went on to discuss the legality of 
sit-ins, sleep-ins, stall-ins, Shop-ins, 
wade-ins, phone-ins, boycotts and not 
paying rent, as well as marching on 
h1ghways. Some of these metlhods 
are of questionable legality, and 
therefore proVOke reaction and call 
attention to fue movement. 
President Retalns Prestige 
Louis Zelig Hammer, who is cur-
rently a Visiting Lecturer and Roths-
child Fellow in the Humanities at 
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
will be a Lecturer in Philosophy. A 
graduate of Yale College, he received 
the M.A. and Ph.D. at Yale Univer-
sity and taught at the University of 
Southern California from 1960 to 
1964. 
''oodcut, S<'veral mcuotints, an aqua-
t;nt and st>vcral \\hich arc done by 
;> combination or tcdrniqucs arc in-
Shifting from the .legal problems, 
Mr. Schecter brought up the politics 
involved in President Johnson's and 
Governor Wallace's maneuvering. 
Both he and Mr. D'Amato agreed 
the President's prestige had emerged 
well. But Mr. Schecter praised John-
son's action of not sending in troops ' 
Ab1•l1•s' prints arc d1arancr studi1·;, because it helped to undercut the 
New Geography Lecturer 
duded. 
with strong psychological emphasis. notion of tihe "mailed fist" of the 
Prints by a number or other art- federal government, while Mr. D 'A-
. mato said that he "tends to value 
1scs art' abo on display. All the works broken heads." "The federal govern-
President Johnson could have risked 
a great deal by Olis inaction. 
In answer to a question from the 
floor, Mr. Schecter speculated that 
no matter how tlhe march to Mont-
gomery turns out, Governor Wallace, 
not President Johnson, will be blam-
ed for any violence. In telling Wal-
lace that he should protect the 
marrl>..'r" . .Tohn··on has placed tlhe re-
f,ponsibility of the governor. 
Heard on Radio 
Mr. D'Amato prophesied that the 
techniques of the civil rights group 
are now going to become less effec-
tive. The Negroes "have the major 
hws," he said, and "the more ille-
gal you are, the more illegal they're 
going to be." 
The following members of the 
Clafls of 1965 have been elected 
to membership in the Eta of 
Massachusetts Chapter of Phi 
Beta Kappa: 
Amy Dowty 
Virginia ntckenlooper 
Ellln Jill Hirst 
Elizabeth Hyde 
Carol Jackson 
Claire McCarthy 
Aline Olson Quester 
Terry Rothschild 
Cathy Jensen Simon 
Enid Steine 
Roberta Waddall 
Jessica Wolf 
Howard Franklin Hirt has been 
appointed visiting Lecturer in Geog-
raphy. He received the M.A. and 
Ph.D. degrees from Syracuse Uni-
versity and was a teaching and re-
search assistant there. He was a lec-
turer at Muslim University in Ali-
A fr"" of th<' prints, such as "Run-
r:ing Woman" and '·In my Studio," 
"1•n• induded in the Artists or Wel-
le 'lry Collf'ge show ''hi ch was hl'ld 
recently in the J c,H:lt Gallt'ry. Many 
or the prints US<'d in an article in 
~. rc Cor salr, thosr of Mr . .'\l)('lrs ment played it close, but squeaked 
ranging from $25 to $50. I through," he added, claiming that _:_:_:~~~~~~~~ 
-- --- -----
Genet Play 
The Experimental Theatre will prc-
1 sent The Maids by Jean Genet on 
1 April 9 and 10. Written while Genet was in prison, 
and first performed in 1947, '11le 
Maids deals with a complicated tri-
angle of love and ·hate, made up by 
two maids and their madame. Ca-
therine Treece '66 and Lauren Simon 
'68 will play the maids, and the 
Madame will be played by Virginia 
Rice '66. Tiie maids denounce the 
Madame's lover to the police for 
crimes he did not commit. When he 
is tree on bail, they fear that their 
plot will be discovered, and attempt 
to murder the Madame. 
Levels of Wuslon 
The director, Ma rgaret Holley '66, 
sees the "shift in levels of illusion" 
in The Maids as one of its essential 
features. The conflict between ap-
pearance and reality is brought out 
by the interplay of these levels, and 
further by the play-acting within the 
play itself. Genet presents assump-
( ConUnued on page 10) 
To Stress Illusion 
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EDITORIALS 
More Than Ceremony 
The Marriage Lecture Series of 1965 
merits commendation for its quality, 
diversity, and in particular for its new 
form and function, which proved to be 
highly successful. The decision to open 
the lectures to all students on campus 
was greeted by large audiences and con-
siderable interest on the part of the 
College Community. and the frank dis-
cussion of morality and contemporary 
questions like birth control was valuable 
for all. News believes this tyre of dis-
ussion good in its openness and hopes 
this policy will be continued in the fu-
ture. 
The beginning lecture with the well-
known William S. Coffin of Yale was a 
most effective way of commencing the 
series, and the representativeness of the 
rest of the panel added a great deal to 
its quality. Dr. Olga Wermer contribut-
ed some very salient points from a psy-
chological perspective with her com-
ments on shame and guilt as factors af-
fecting morality, and Sammy Wheeler 
'65 did an excellent job of relating the 
discussion to the existing social situa-
tion at Wellesley. Mr. Rollins as moder-
ator kept the panel lively and interest-
ing in its duration with his choice of 
questions from· the audience. 
The middle two lectures were mere 
particular in nature and wisely schedul-
ed to locations which befit the smaller 
groups involved .Mrs. Martin Greenber-
gcr's discussion of financial matters and 
their relation to psychological concerns 
of newly married couples was especially 
well received and remarked upon by her 
listeners. There was some overlap be-
tween her comments on the combination 
of career and marriage and the subject 
of the following panel discussion with 
Mrs. Walter Houghton, Mrs. Donald 
Watkin and Dr. Benson Snyder. The 
roles of women after marriage has be-
come a rather overworked subject today 
and the very general treatment given it 
by the panel was less valuable than 
might have been hoped. Perhaps if this 
subject were to be treated at all in such 
a series, a much more specific discussion 
with facts and figures could be given. 
This panel was found to diverge widely 
in some of its views and the audience 
may have had difficulty resolving these 
issues on the basis of their very general 
comments. 
Dr. Robert Wheatley is distinguished 
in his field and his outline of the various 
methods of birth control and their ef-
fectiveness was quite frank and factual. 
The tenor of his talk, though perhaps a 
little too light at times, did serve well 
to establish easy communication with 
his audience and to place his topic clear-
ly in the realm of the real world. There 
was some disappointment with his un-
preparedness to answer certain oues-
tions from te audience, but on the whole 
his presentation was qqite straightfor-
ward and informative :ind an excellent 
closing lecture for the series. 
The 1965 Marriage Lecture Series was 
well-spaced and well-timed, early 
enough in the semester that a large 
number of students were able to partici-
pate and sufficiently well-spaced so that 
one might afford time to attend them 
all. The Series itself serves an important 
function in bringing frank and expert 
discussion of marriage and moralitv 
matters to the student body, and chair-
man Melanie Erskine '65 and her com-
mittee are to be congratulated for a job 
well done. 
Eastern Orientation 
News is pleased to note that next year 
Mr. Paul A. Cohen, currently Assistant 
Professor of History at Amherst College 
will be joining the Wellesley History De-
partment as the college's first full-time 
specialist in East Asian studies. As a 
result of his appointment the History 
Department will be offering two new 
seminars in Chinese history, one on 
"Pre-modern Chinese History," the 
other on the "Modernization of Chinese 
society." These seminars are scheduled 
so that students can prepare for them 
by taking the appropriate intermediate 
level course in East Asian history that 
is being offered in the precedin~ term. 
In addition Mr. Cohen will be teaching 
the upper class lecture course on "The 
Evolution and Expansion of Chinese Ci-
vilization." 
Mr. Cohen's appointment symbolizes 
the increasing interest in East Asian 
studies that has developed since the 
Korean War. During the early part of 
this century there was virtually no in-
terest in East Asian studies. It was al-
most impossible to study Chinese and 
Japanese in this country. Wellesley was 
one of the first American colleges to of-
fer a course in Chinese history, but this 
course was never taught by a trained 
specialist. Since about 1950 student en-
rollment in History 226 rThe Far East l 
has rapidly increased .. Several members 
of the facultv including Miss Frisch, 
Miss Mowry, Miss Evans. and Mr. Gul-
ick have been working hard to gain for 
~st Asian studies the kind of recogni-
tion that Mr. Cohen's appointment will 
bring. 
It is hardly necessary to point to the 
importance of China and Japan in to-
day's world. All of the arguments that 
are tradit~onally mustered to urge the 
study of lrtstory and the arts as the ba-
sis for understanding contemporary 
affairs are even more decisive in regard 
to China, for we must first escape our 
culture bound Western orientation. 
There may be honest arguments in favor 
of withholding political recognition of 
Red China but there is no justifiable 
reason to refuse Chinese civilization the 
intellectual recognition it has so richly 
earned. We urge students to consult the 
recently distributed Courses of Instruc-
tion for fuller descriptions of these new 
course offerings. Interested students 
will also discover several courses on 
East Asian topics in the Art, Biblical 
History, and Political Science Depart-
ments. 
The college will of course be watching 
carefully to sec how many students t?lect 
the new Fast Asian courses before com-
mitting itself to any further plans. 
While the next logical step is to make 
available courses in Chinese language, 
we recognize that there are many prac-
tical difficulties about implementing 
this proposition in a small college. We 
hope, however. that the college will for-
mulate specific, workable plans that 
would enable students to study Chinese 
at Harvard or Boston University for 
credit towards their Wellesley degree. 
French Center Produce One-Act Plays, 
Project Absurdity of 'Ionesco, Courteline 
by Lisa Reed '66 
Members of Le Centre Francais, Queue du Chill," was entertaining, 
11nder the direction of Eileen Kohl although the punch line was elusive. 
'66, presented two one-a<'t plays from Lyn Pinkerton '67, as a medium, 
thr theatre of the absurd on Monday conducted a seance. Luce-Marie Au-
night in Shakespearr. The first was doin, director of the French Corri-
Godefroy b)' Georges Courtrline; the dor, Cail Chang '66, Caroline Hart· 
other, Ionesco's Scene a Quatre. mann '65, Pamela Leach, Jill Smith 
Paprr windows hung on a folding '67, and Phillis Winston '67 joined in 
screen and straight-back chairs crea- thr effort to evoke a spirit. 
trd thr illusion of a bus on which They thought they had contacted 
· Goddtoy'' wok place. The passcn· the other world only to learn there 
~<rs rnntributrd to the bu~-likc at· \\as a tiger in their trance. What 
mospherc by bouncing in thrir scats. S<'t'lll<'d 10 br a spirit was actually 
Lrslie Jordan '65, as Codefroy, Beverly Bardsley disguised as a cat, 
~<.ve an excellent portrayal of the actually turned out to be a spirit 
frustration and mortification of the after all. , , 
nineteen-year-old boy, st ill relegated Thr Ionesco play, Scene a Quatrt', 
111 short pants and rntrustl'd with a rxpandcd thf' theme of the Courtf'· 
potted petunia for a frit•nd of hi~ !mt• play, the lack of communication 
· mothrr. Thi· mothrr acu•d b) J.i; and undrrstandin~ among people. In 
PloC'k 'h6, v1·ry dfccti,·rlr ~hrill1·d ;. drlie:hrful p<•rformance, Kay Kine: 
1111nrn·,sary instructiom 10 him from '66, Carol Hutner '66, and Susan 
the back of the bus ronC'eming care I Pildner '65 played three men attired 
or th(' prtunia, paying th1• conductor, in dn•ss clothes and involved in an 
cir: Godrfroy. flunua~rd bctwrrn di\- unintrlligiblc argument. A srnsr of 
damfully try111g to 1e;norr hl'r and th1• mranine:lcssncss or words camr 
mimil'kine: hrr disgustedly. ;inoss by earh man's saying essrn· 
I 
M1·anwhilr, thr other pa\Srngcrs 1ially thr samr thing and not really 
in thr bu<, att irrd as prasants (Mary h'tcning to the others. Utterly in-
Prown '67, Doroth) Markry '68, s111;nifirant quibbling took on vital 
Louisr Colr '66, Wendy Marinl'r '68, imponance with each man dogma-
Holly Knox '68, Ma~arct Tch1•ng tirally drdaring that he was not 
't7 ), provided accompan) ing odrs. dogmatic. Thf'y kept reminding each 
Thr phi>\ humor wa\ largely a pro· othn to wau·h for the pots or flow-
duct of the ironic rontrast bf'!w1•t•n t•rs on a tablr in the Cf'nter of thl' 
the actuality of the domineering mo- stagf' and, nf'vertheless krpt knock-
thcr and humiliatf'd boy, on tht• onr in!( the pots off as thf'y frantically 
h;.nd, and th<· rhorus' idl'aliration or ci1ded the table shouting "Non" 
them as an example of idyllic family back and forth. 
life on the other. A slight undercut- Martin (Susan Pildner) summed 
.:ng of thf' humor was conveyed in up th<' scrne with, "Vous parlez pour 
h1· an _::uishcd desperation of Code- ne ricn dire." But Dupont (Kay 
£1oy. King ) , unable to comprehend even 
An entr'acte, "Le Petit Bout de la IConrinued on page 9 ) 
MA"l\l A (J.E 1.ec.ru1u: 
~!l\lf~: 
II f\ 
MOOE' RN 
MORAUT'(' 
I f( Ori~ '1HlN~ lT) s A &REf\T lOER---
0f{L'f HOW DO \ EXPLAIN IT 10 N\OTHER?• 
~l1l1!1:~!1!1:W 8 
cc@11M@11 News 
1"11b~ weekly on 1'11unday, September to May inclt11h'a ncept dllriat -"-
( ~ and Sprin1) and naaaination periodJ ( flnt two wecb In Febnauy and IMC 
weak ill May and first wttk In June, by the w.,Un1ey Collese Nnn Weu.ue,. 81 M-. 
Tal«pi.o.,., Ct:du 5--0320 f!rten•ion CoUese Newa. CEdar 5--0s•s: Subec:ripdoe' ••.75 
per &AD111n. Stt<>Dd due poota1e paid at Botton, MUI. under the Ad of March 8 1897. 
~rnen&ed for Hat1 Ad•cttilli.D1 bJ' NatioDal Ad•artiMD1 Scnicia !DC. ' 
Editor-in-Chirl Elim Jafff! '66 1lrporkt1 J~ Arrinirton '88 
Managillfl Edilon Barbara Eld= '66 Dale Brodltey '117 
Auociatt' Edilor 
Nn1>• EdilM 
Lal/OUI EdilM 
Auociale Manasillfl 
Jane McHale ' 66 Jane Canter '118 
J~n Kramer '66 Swan Foster '88 
Robin ReiJlg '66 PrUdlla Kerbin '68 
Carol Ann Broll"• '611 Ann JCirkley '67 
EdilM• Swan Paige '68 
Donna Dicli:f!n!On '67 Jacqueline Schulter '67 
Terry Prlstin '67 &teUe Steven1 '88 
1b•ociale NetU EdilM• Wendy Wyse '68 
Robin Blcd1oc '67 La11ou1 Slaff Sunn Scott '67 
H eadline EditM 
11 cadlinc Co-Editor 
Photograph11 EditM 
Smiar 11eporlC1'1 
Swie Llndf!r '67 Manha Forman '68 
Jane Maslow '67 Pholall"Qphe" Marion Brenner '68 
Jnne Levin '67 Gale Munson '68 
Karin Rosenthal '67 Carloonin Bo Thome '66 
Ellen Boneparth '66 BUSINESS STAFF 
Alica Dayton '66 Burineu .~ano11et Sally Platt '611 
Nancy Heller '66 .Adum;,;ng Manaaet Harriet Older '611 
Elaine Jong '66 Linda ~akoff '67 
Karen Kozak '66 Clrculollon M•nasn Bf!l•J' O.borue '67 
RosC"lDary Metrailcr '66 
Liza Recd '66 
Marjorie Siegel '66 
Sunanne Storey '66 
Hel~ne TiU~~ '64 
Summer Vacation Supplement 
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Study with Cosmopolitan Flavor 
Projects for International Living 
Would you like to combine a l•y Karen Kozak & Jean Arrington 
sl!mmer of study with an exotic set· 
ting? If so, there are a multitude of June 25-July 4. The study session in 
plans available and many arc still Copenhagen including room, board, 
ar<'epting applications. aud tuition is $14-0, from July 5-17, 
If you are studying Gennan or and the vacation tour of Denmark 
are interested in spending a ~ummer July 18-27 is $170. 
i•l a Gem1an atmo~phere, the Aus- The July 28-Aug. 9 study session in 
trian summer school programs offer Copenhagen is also $14-0. The Aug· 
a wide range of courses. There is an ust 10-Sept. I trip to Poland and 
excellent music school at Sal1burg - Berlin costs $190. Thi' entire pro-
The International Summer Academy gram with thl' two-month session, 
a• the Salzburg Mozaneum. It offers June 22-August 24, with chaner 
cour,es for musir majors and for flight from N.Y. to Copenhagen, in· 
those interested in conducting, com- duding room, board, and tuition 
posing, opera, theatre, or in spedfic costs only $870. A faculty recom-
instruments. Registration will con- mendation is required, and the ap-
tmuc until July I and the 1enn is plication fonn in the Placement Of. 
July 19 . August 28. The tuition cost fi <'e must bP sl'nt by April I. 
There are a great number of pro· 
grams for those interested in learn· 
ing Spanish, in studying Spanish cul· 
ture and an, or in just a Spanish va-
cation. Many of the less costly pro-
grams are found in this hemisphere, 
in Pueno Rico or Mexico. The Uni· 
vtrsity of Puerto Rico offers excel· 
lrnt Renaissance Spanish history 
rnurses and literature courses for less 
than the cost of a Middlebury sum· 
mer, not including transportation. 
Indian Villager• on an laland, where llfe - and livelihood -
centera on the aea. 
Social Science Jobs Provide 
Exciting Summer Opportunity 
by Robin Bledsoe '67 
is 1000-1800 Austrian schillings (26 RuHiu Opportunities 
schilling = $1. ) Room and board Studt'nts of Russian may study at 
arc additional charges. th1· /ntemat1onal Russian Language 
t;:.:cellent Art School Seminar of the S11riety for the East-
:For those seriously inu•rested in rm and Southeastern Research in 
art, the International Summrr Aca- I Austria at Linz. They offer courses 
di·my of thr Fin.P Arts al Hoben in Russian language, history, theatre, 
Salzburg, July 28 · August 28, is one gtography, and even commercial 
of tht• finest in the world. Jn,1runion rom·spond .. nce, typing and shon· 
i, given in paintin)!, drawing, etrh· 1 hand! The cost is 1,600 sch. for 2 
ing, lithography, and sculpture. Each \\ et·ks, and 2,400 schillings for 3 
course costs $1500 Austrian sC'hillings I \• rrks. 
and an• so c?mprehcnsivr that stu· The program' .which J!O to Rus-
dents arr advised to choose only one. si:1 arf' morr df's1rdbk, such as the 
It was b<'gun by Kokoshka and thr Experiment '" International Livint: 
cl:isst•s :ir!' giwn in thf' pictur!'SC)Uf' and the Indiana Univnsity five week 
castle Hohf'nsabburg. Instruction is study and five wet·ks in Russia plan, 
ii. English, Du11 h allll ( :1•m1a11. Ap· but their appliration datt·s arc past. 
pli1 at ion' mu'l b1· filt-d b) J111w JO. England has an especially appeal-
For those who are imcrf'Stf'd in ing proj?ram, that combines the sum-
music, and art and G!'nnan atmo- mer schools of its finest universities. 
sphere, but who do not speak Ger- The application date is March 31, 
man - the Salzburg Summer School fo1 all four schools. The Birming· 
\~as designed for you. The tenn is h11m-Stratton program is July 5-Aug. 
July 4 • Au~ust 14, with applications 31; the om· at Londnn Universit)' 
recrived until May I. Thr instruction specializes in Vi<'torian literature and 
is all in English ( cxcrpt for begin- extmds from July 12-Aug. 20. 
For students seeking summer jobs i'5 paid. Community service units ning courses in the (;erman Ian- The school at Oxford offers his-
in social service both in the U.S. work at either the Goddard-River- guage). Courses include history of wry, literature, and ans from 1850 
and abroad, several organizations side Community Center in New York an, history of music, f'conomics, poli- w the pres!'nt, from July 5-Aug. 13, 
otter many especially challenging or the Clarence Darrow Community ucal science, Baroque Art and music. and the Universit)' of Edinburgh of-
opportunities. Center, Chicago. Six to ten mem- The <'Ost is $290 for th<' sr!l.~ion. ff rs history, philosophy, and litera· 
Although the projects vary in con- bers are needed in Chicago as full- Live With Private Families ture from 1688-1832, from June 28-
tent, other features are generally time day camp leaders and work The Institute Anderl-Rogge, Inter- \ug. 6. The coursrs are designed es.-
uniform. Room and board is always with a teenage club. At Goddard, national Schule Oestereichs, in Gra. pc<'ially for smiors and :;-raduate st11 
provided In the U.S., often on a co- eight to ten students assist the staff lasts from June 15 · August 27, and c<-nts, and are hi~hly rt>rommended 
operative basis, but wages are rarely in assignments such as park or play- providrs Gf'nnan language <'Ourses by all who have attl'nded. All four 
paid. Fees covering transportation ground direction, and community for bfl(innrrs, advanrcd G<'nnan lit· programs cost approximately $300. 
and living expenses in t~ign coun- work with families. Peggy Howard rraturc, philosophy, rnlturf', and ar: "Go East" 
tries must be paid by the volunteers. '66 was in charge of about 15 chil- history. This program offers room~ If you havf' a desirl' to "Go r.'lst, 
'Jlhese rallie from SlOO to $700. Mem- dren at the Goddard day camp. She \"ith private families in Graz, and young woman,'' the Sophia Univer-
bers generally work in groups, after feels that everyone who can should 011e-day study tours. sity of Japan (Tokyo) provides a 
orientation and under the direction have such a demanding but satisfy- If a larger university is preferrablc, , cven-wf'ck program for4 Eng1ish-
ot institutional statts or adult lead- ing experience. the lntern?tion.al Univ~rsity rnurse~ ,peaking students. There are course., 
ers. The programs last an average Several overseas projects offer at the Unwem~y of Vienna arr ex- in politics, economics, arts, educa-
of six to eight weeks. other challenges. Five college grad- <'client for foreigners, both German uon an history of Japan, Japanese 
Amerkaa Frletlde 8ervtee t:ates, preferably with teaching ex- majors and non-majors. R<'gistration lang'uage, comparative religion, and 
Tiie v.'Ork camp programs of the perience, and one student secretary close.' two weeks before eaC'h session • , omparative government. 
American Friends Service Commit· ' are needed for the teacher training I begins, and the tenns art': first ses- The plan offers four werks of study 
tee are well-known. Last summer I program at Bir Zeit College in Jor-1 sion • July 5 • 31, second session • ;•nd a 14-day tour of Kyoto-Nara and 
600 students participated in 20 pro- I dan. An English teachi?g work~10p August 2 • 20. Thrre are coun;es in Hong Kong, including meals and 
grams in the U.S. (including one In- 1 t'l help students entenng Enghsh- ~crman language at all ll'vels, art l<>dging and tuition for $1400. It is 
d1an reservation> and in such coun- <;peaking schools is part of this pro- · and music. The full price for board, ,ponsored by the Sophia University 
tries as Japan and Turkey. Their gram. The 12-week period in Ger- room, and courses for four Wf'eks is .\ssociates of Aml'rica, and by Gon· 
work was demanding,_ ranging tr:om ~a~~ is divided in~o three weeks of 12. 120-2,430 schillings. viga University of Spokane. It is als? 
'l:anual labor .to runrung recreation· I ~div1dual trave.1, six weeks counsel-
1 
, ~ming Ger:rnan . . possible to study at Hong Kong Un1-
If , JU want to go to Mexico on a 
package deal, the Barrios Summer 
Tours through Muskingum College, 
will take you to the summer session 
at the University of Mexico for seven 
weeks, with courses in English or 
Spanish from Jun<' 26-August 12. 
Week·end trips, private home accom~ 
odations, and P.lane fare are included 
in $640. 
Me:sJcan Art 
The Saltillo City College offers 
mostly courses in Spanish, dealing 
with literature, history of art, M exi-
can an, and cooking, and conversa-
tional Spanish. The Bobette Lang 
program offers social activitit's, tui-
tion at the College, board and room 
for six wt><'ks but no plane fare for 
$295. 
Reservations may be made until 
July I for the Inter-American Uni· 
vusity at Saltillo-Coahula. It offers 
a more f!l'xible plan with two regu· 
lar sessiom and two short sess10ns; 
$100 all-inclusive for two weeks, and 
$230 all-inclusive for five weeks. The 
coursl's are in conversation, language, 
li1erature, history, art, philosophy, 
and economics. They also offer op-
tional IO.day tours for $150. The 
first shon sl'SSion is June 14-25; the 
second shon session is July 19-30. 
The first regular session is June 14-
Julv 16. and the second is July 19-
.\ugust 20. 
Througti American Auspices 
Three American Universities offer 
special plans for American students 
who wish to study in Mexico. The 
TlniuPrsity of San Francisco at Gua-
dalajara ofll'rs room, ho:mi, tu ition, 
and week-end trips from June 28-
,ugust 1 for only $245. The Uni-
11ersity of Arizona provides courses 
in an, history, political science, geo-
graphy, Spanish language, and liter-
ature from June 28-August 7 with 
room, board, ranging from $265-300. 
GonUJga University also offers a 
plan at Guadalajara from July 21· 
August 14, with courses in history, 
political science, economics, psycho-
logy, and language on the Campus 
of the lnstituto Technologia y De 
Estudios Superiores De Occident. 
Variety ot 8eMlou 
al and educational programs. I mg at fresh-all' camps or. YOU!h If ~ou re mtcn•st~ m acqumng a .. ersity for a variety of subjects in-
Sall~ Engle '66 w~rked _one SU:M· · hom~s, and ~n 8-10 da~s senunar m sprakmg (and. reading) knowledgr <':uding American history, and at the 
mer in a small M1ssoun farming 1 Berhn learrung about its problems. of Gc·rman qu1<'kly, the GoPthe In- Mary Sun Garden Mansion for con· 
community. Her sister Pat, whose I Beginning German is required. In I stitut Lenbachplat7. in Munich is I vfrsational Mandarin. 
duties one summer in an Indiana~ Mexico ten volunteers, preferably idl'al. There are two-month courses 
Ji~ alum included painting houses, with some Spanish, can work on a at all levels, but only the German • 
The Univ.ersidad Jaime Balmes 
in Saltillo-Coahula offers a plan of 
three, six, or nine week sessions. The 
three-week session is June 21-July. 9, 
and also from August 2·20, costing 
~150. The six-week session is June 21 
July 30, for $~00, and the nine-week 
st-ssion is June 21-August 20, for 
~450. They offer instruction in Spa· 
(Continued on Page 11) 
remarked, "It's one of the best small experimental farm. They help ' language courses are taught in Ger· I 
things you can do for a summer, I wit'h such jobs as construction, pre- 1 man. The cost is very low, only $250 , 
and you meet a wonderful group of paring land for planting, and har- I for board room and tuition. The stu· ! 
people. It's unusual and very re- vesting. The work is hard, and some dent body is dt•finitely cosmopolitan, 
'f.•arding work." Voter registration farm experience is desirable. Open- and should be very interesting. 
work in the South and paid £ervice ings are available at Honduras' only For those especially interested in I 
in mental hospitals and settlement I mental hospital in occupational, mu- , German literature, the Deuschkurs 
houses are other aspects of the sical, and recreational therapy. The fur Auslander, also in Munich, is ex· 
A.F.S.C. Plans tor a summer cara- ; group often works closely with the cellent. The LiJle Fellowships of Ann 
van theater are also in the offing. I Peace Corps. This is a young but Arbor offers a program for students 
For more information, write the 1 successful program whose members 1 and future social workers which they 
committee at 160 North 15th St., are pioneers in a Jong-neglected field term "a practical edu<'ation in hu-
Philadelphia, Pa. Those interested in in Honduras. Some scholarships and man relations." It includes working 
applying for this 1ummer must do grants are provided. Applications on service projects and in job situa-
80 as soon a11 possible. mu.st be made soon, for no appoint- uons with natives in Germany (Ger· 
Ualtariu · Ualv-u.t 8ervtee ments are made after April. Further man is highly recommended ) , and 
Similar active programs are di· information is available from the also in Denmark for English-speak· 
rected by t'he Unitarian Universalist Unitarian Universalist Service Com- in~ students. The German progrdm 
Service Committee. Its swnmer vol-1 mittee, 78 Beacon St., Boston. laM~ from July to Augu~t, while the 
unteers serve in three areas: men- Prnb,tertan Service aftd Study Danish program goes from late June 
tal hospital units, community ser- Urbanization and the technologi- tc early August. 
vice, and work projects abroad. Vol- cal revolution is the emphasis of the Scandinavian Study 
unteers can work in groups in tour Presbyterian service projects in the If you arc intrigued by Scandina-
large mental hospitals: Washington U.S. tor 1965. This program com- vian studies, th<' International Col· 
State, Washington; Napa State, Cali- bines service with Bible study. Many it:ge in Copenhaf!.en offen; a tour of 
fornia; Hastings State, Minnesota; students are nPeded for a variety of . Scandinavia, a short summer session, 
and Eastern State, Kentucky. They programs in San Francisco, Chicago, a two-month session, and even a 
are assigned to specific departments, Indianopolis, Gary, Ind., Kansas study-tour of Poland and Berlin. The 
such as children's or rt!habllitation City, St. Louis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Kur to Oslo, Stockholm, and Hel-
wN'ds. An honorarium of about $75 ( Continued on Page 11) smki all inclusive is $17, lasting from Arreated motion la the market-town of Tulucco. 
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Realist Views Vacation 
, Lure of Europe Loses 
Vision 
Luster 
"Adventure! Service! Freedom! 
Acculturation! Romance! Save count-
less dollars!" These catchwords from 
the brochure of t'he American Stu-
dent Information Service, an organi-
zation in Luxembourg which arrang-
, es 1ummer jobs in Europe for Amer-
~ lean college students, cater to the I desires of every young person who 
' wants a monumental vacation at a 
I-miniscule price. But youthful Byrons may find tbeir golden dreams slightly tarnisiled 
I 
when they are faced with strict Euro-
l)E:an placement laws, tremendous 
. pressure for jobs from American I college students, and menial work 
with l'Ong pay and long hours. 
I Hard Pay'1 Fight ASIS assures its prospective mem-
1 bers that "the only requirement you 
, need is the desire to work in Eur-
1 
Opt'," hut in it~ fl'hruary issue Made-
1 .. uiulle magazinr also f('COmmends 
I "fluency In a foreign language, pa-tience, initiative, adaptability, a re-
' serve supply of cash . . . plus luck, 
I fr;end:J, and friends of friends." 
The artlat become• the picture, In thla study of Montmartre. 
Accmdiu;:- to Madn1111i.1rll< , th<: 
preference for native workers on tbe 
part of both American companies 
with offices abroad and Euroi>ean Photo by Karin ltosf'nthal '67 
SCOPE Summer Offers 
Rights 
JY7 k I firms and the difficulty of obtaining 
rY 0 r < work permit if a national could 
1 perform the job in question just as 
For Civil Volunteers well as an American make summer jobs in Europe far scarcer than posi-tions in the United States. Since even 
tbe American government and the 
Many students, upset by the I ciety and the Northern Student Red Cross discourage temporary 
i:gliness of recurrent racial vio- Movement. The Mission Society sp;m- workers, the 3earch of the college 
Jenee, are asking themselves what I sors camps primarily for Negroes student tor a thrilling job in Europe 
they can do to <iid the cause of civil and Puerto Ricans from Harlem. seems blocked before it ever begins. 
r ights. Among the multitude of pro- The c<imps, in Connecticut, are or- From $l50 Up 
grams scheduled for tbis summer, I ganized according to age groups or To answer t:he frustrated demands 
the Summer Community Organiza- to family groups. and need staffs of of college students, many "non-pro-
tion and Political Education Project g!rls wit!.~ couns~l_ing skill 1 for r :n-
1 
flt" organizations >have set up place-
and tbe Students for a Democratic :;;1'1" paying positions. n.ent services for young Americans 
Society pr.-:irams deserve attention. l~.-:iM workers will conduct tutorial wishing work in Europe. One of the 
SCOPE, under tht' direction of Dr. centers in major cities in the East. better known of ~hese agencies h: 
Martin Luther King, is a special pro- l!sing the tutorials as levers. the th€ International Student Travel Cen-
.gram whcih seeks to recruit at least group expects to coordinate wit·:1 ter, located at 39 Cortlandt Street in 
500 volunteers tor work on voter re- PTA committees to work on school l'i€w York City and affiliated with 
gistration and adult education in the or community clean-up projects. tihe International Student lnforma· 
South for ten weeks this summer. Vital Statistics I tion Service in Bru~ls. 
llnique in its design, SCOPE adv~ Students interested in any of tthese 'llhe ISTC oUers the American stu-
c11.tes the establishment of a group programs should note tbe following dent a three-point program compris-
on each participating college cam- addresses: ing an orientation tour, guaranteed 
pus which will then be able to move SCOPE, 334 Auburn Ave., N.E .. At- job placement upon acceptance into 
into the assigned community as a lanta, Georgia. t:he organization, and free time for 
unit. The group, consisting of botlh NSM, 514 West 126 St., New York, side tours and exploration during the 
faculty and students, will register 10027. working period. Advertising a total 
new voters in the community by co- SOS, 1100 East Washington, Ann Ar- cost from $150, ISTC was found in a 
operating with existing local organi- bor, Michigan. report from Radcliffe College to pro-
zations such as tbe PTA or church 
groups. In ~ddition, they will edu- SNCC Sends Students South, ct.te potential voters in the respon-
sibilities of citizenship through poli-
tical education classes. 
Student• tor a Democratic Society 
Students for a Democratic Society 
is aimed at benefiting not only the 
Negro, but all poor people "who are 
struggling to create tlieir own or-
&anizations capable of protesting the 
massive economic and social injus-
tices found everywhere." The pro-
ject needs dozens of volunteers to 
work in areas as diverse as Appa-
lachia and Boston or San Francisca 
as organizers on unemployment and 
.,.elfare projects. People with parti-
cular skills are especially welcome, 
tor artists, writers, photographers 
and public speakers can dramatize 
the problems which the projects in-
tend to overcome and can proclaim 
the successes of the campaign. 
Two other programs worthy of 
note are the New York Mission So-
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Miss Aileen Ward, winner ot the 
National Book Award tor 1964, will 
speak April 6 in Pendleton. Miss 
Y.ard's prize-winning book is John 
Keat•: The Mak.Ing of a Poet. 
Miss Ward, associate professor of 
:English at Brandeis University, will 
speak as a part of the Margaret Sher-
wood lecture series in the field ot 
romantic literature. Her topic will 
be "John Keats: The Quest tor Iden-
tity." 
Alt!hougl> Miss Ward has written 
articles for literary reviews, her 
biography of Keats is her first book. 
She is a graduate of Smith and has 
done graduate work at Radclitte and 
Cambridge, England. 
•······················· wwwwwww 
Seeks Mississippi Volunteers 
Tbe Student Non-violent Coordin-
ating Committee's recruitment pro-
gram for summer workers on the 
1965 Mississippi Project was inau-
gurated early in March when James 
f'orman, executive secretary of 
SNCC, came to Boston. 
Plans tor this summer include a 
r.!assive lobby in Washington, D.C .. 
focused on unseating the present 
Missi~ippi delegation, and a sout~ 
wide People's Conference aimed at 
fostering local leadersbip and giv-
ing more decision-making power to 
~he grass roots political leaders of 
the Mississippi Freedom Democratic 
Party (MFDP). 
!000 Nortbem Student• 
Mr. Forman explained that 2000 
lobbyists - mostly students from 
Northern college~ - are expected 
to begin a three week stay in Wasb-
ington, D.C., on June 15. It is hoped 
that they can help the MFDP to 
oust rile Mississippi delegati'on to 
Congress. The MFDP contends that 
the elections held last November in 
Mississippi are void. "We are out 
t<. win," Mr. Forman declared 
SNCC's goal, "and our objective is 
Cree electrons in l!he ~ate of Mis-
sissippi." 
He stated that in order to win this 
"Mississippi Ohallenge," tbe MFDP 
needs 72 more votes than it has now. 
The Norrhern lobbyists will try to 
persuade their own Congressmen, 
especially those from "politically 
~nsitive areas," to rote against 
seating tthe regular Mississippi dele· 
gation when the issue comes to tJhe 
floor in July. 
Want "Home Rule" 
Along with the "Mississippi Chal-
lenge" SNCC lobbyists will work tor 
"•home rule" for the people of Wash--
ington. D.C. "The primary reason 
tbey are disfranchised is that 84 per 
cent of tohem are Negro," Mr. For-
man alleged in ihis plea for a one 
man-one vote legi:dation. The sum-
mer workers for SNCC might also 
sit-in at the offices of the Mississippi 
Congressmen or follow them about 
the capital. 
In t11e deep Soutlh, other civil 
rights w:irkers will be helping local 
SNCC leaders in Arkansas, Alabama, 
Georgia and Mississippi to set up 
"People's Conference\" The object 
of these conferences is to put an end 
to "bureaucracy of men making 
decisions for others." SNCC will 
make technical assistance available 
but each conference will work out 
its own program of civil rights ac-
tion. "We need active participation 
throughout I.the oountry," Mr. For-
man stressed. 
One Major Conference 
A Southwi::lc Conference with rep1-c-
sentatives drawn from tr.1e local Con-
ferences is scheduled by SNCC for 
July. This regional Conference for 
the entire Black Belt will ah> make 
its own program plans. It is hoped 
t<hat from these grass roots Confer-
<C onliniua on '"'' Eight) 
by Dtn1u Did11Uora '61 
vide "a fairly reliable means for an 
inexpensive stay abroad" for "a ser-
ious student willing to work hard." 
llOc per Hour 
Susan Evans '65, wQio worked as a 
packer in a cigarette factory on an 
ISTC program in Belgium last rum-
mer, learned to understand the em-
phasis on "hard work" in the Rad-
clilte report. Her job, which paid an 
equivalent of $24 a week at 50 cents 
i;n hour, was menial, hard. and bor-
ing, and she quit work two weekr-1 be-
fore her contract expired. 
Susan called ISTC's placement of 
students in unskilled jobs in factor-
ies, farms, construction work, child 
care, restaurants, and ho5.'pitals 
"haphazard"; however, she praised 
tbe cooperation of the agency, which 
placed her in the factory after com-
plications with her first job, in a Bel-
gian hotel, developed. She also en-
joyed opportunities for travel, for 
improving ber French, and for meet-
ing the Belgian people, whom she 
fc,und "friendly, helpful, happy to 
talk with you, and hospitable." 
Fraternal Twin: ASIS 
The cooperation of a similar agen-
c>, the A if'rican Student Informa-
in Athens while under the auspices ot 
this student-run organization, second-
ed Mrs. McLauren's approval of the 
association, but warned that even a 
more rkilled job can provide no more 
tlhan a living wage, forcing the stu-
dent to pay bis own transportation 
bill. 
Other organizations ottering more 
skilled work for students with spe-
cialized backgrounds include IAES-
TE (the International Association for 
Exchange of Students for Technical 
Experience), 345 East 46t'h Street, 
New York City, an agency into which 
students in scientific, technical, or 
engineering fields should enquire, 
and Aliyah, located at 515 Park Ave-
nue in New York, a Jewi!lh agency 
v"hich provides jobs in Israel for 
juniors or seniors in social work or in 
medical, engineering, or scientific 
fields. Offering unskilled jobs to 
more unskilled students wishing po-
sitions in Germany and France, re-
spectively, are the Zentral5t:elle fur 
Arbeitsvermittlung, Esebersheimer 
Landstrasse 1-7, 600 Frankfurt/Main, 
Germany, and L'Acceuil, 23 Rue de 
Cherche-Midi, Paris France, the lat-
ter providing family-work placement. 
tion Service, 22 Avenue de la Lib- "Have to Go" 
erte, l uxembourg City, Grand Duc'hy A summer job in Europe means 
of Luxembourg, has been called into much more - or less - than a series 
qi.;estion by the State Department, or glowing, capitalized catchwords; 
which waived approval of the orga- the student w'ho sets out with no-
nization in 1963 because of student thing but dreams of Adventure, 
complaints to the American Embas- Freedom, and Romance is heading 
sv in Luxembourg. However, ASIS for a most disappointing summer. 
~ay 'have undergone reform" in the 'llhe impossibility of earning one's 
past two years: although many jobs p&ssage over and back and of break-
remain menial, the agency oUers ing even, much less of saving money, 
some oUice jobs and, unlike ISTC, I on a summer job in Europe, the pre-
does not accept women for most fac- valence of low pay and. long hour~. 
tocy positions, in which they are no- and the enormous American student 
toriously lower paid and harder pressure for job" whi<'h autom:iti<'-
.,.,.orked than men of equal ability. ally commit<; the 1tudent who does 
ASIS offers a program similar in obtain work to responsibility tor the 
<;tructure to that of ISTC, emphasiz- American image Should discourage 
ing orientation tour, job, and free tbe more starry-eyed of idealists. 
time. It differs from ISTC in that it Why, then, do students, knowing 
is somewhat older and in that it of- the hardships t':1ey will face, continuP 
!er~1 a 21-day tour, much enjoyed by to set out every summer for i li,- i• 
most students, at a fairly low price. •-:· 1rope? According to Susan Evans, 
Both organizations, however, are '·Basically, you have to go;" a trip to 
still included in tfhe warning of Mrs. Europe satisfie~ that urge and en-
McLauren, who emphasizes the prev- courages a fresh interest in the 
alence of "menial jobs with 1ow pay United States. 
and long hours." Tourists v.1hisking by in stream-
E9Cape fl'oln Menlatf lined buses see far more of the mem-
For the student with business ex- hers of their tour group than of 
perience and some background in Europeans; as Susan said, "You feel 
economics, AIESEC (the Internation- sorry for tho~ people. They're wast-
al As~i:>ciation of Students in Eco- ing their money.'' Conquering tlhe 
nomics and Commercial Sciences), difficulties of a new situation and 
with an office at 32 Dunster Street, learning to know Europeans on their 
Cambridge; may provide an escape own terms could provide tbe serious 
from menial work. Edith Postlewaite student with one of rile most valu-
'6!>, who spent a summer in a bank able experiences of his life. 
Parisian pitieon1 on parade, and an old man at ease. 
Photo by Karin Rosenthal ·~7 
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In Spring N. Y. Has Almost Everything Breadloat Radcliffe Summefs 
Cater to Aspiring Literators "' r.,,1 Pristin ·61 The World's Fair will not re-open aissance quartet and a Gregorian 
b)· \Jar·; Sit'utl 'li6 the middle of April, but visitors to Gielgud. Incidentally, tickets can choir. The recital will be at Hunter 
• J "' New York during Spring Vacation t;!:'Ually be bou~t at the Billy Rose C.Ollege April 2. 
If ttie school year leaves little time eluding teac1'ers, part-time writers. , are certain not to feel. its a~~nce. Theater just prior to curtain-time. Ballet• Performed 
for literary ambition. :'Jmmer and college students. In addition to Trere should be enoug 1 activity to Off-Broadway offers a variety of For ballet enthusiasts,· the New 
abounds with creative possibilities. submitting manuscripts for criticism J satisfy even the most zealous con- avant-garde plays n.s well as a selec- York State 11heater at Lincoln Cen-
Among the annual programs in New by t"1e professional writers at the nc.isseurs of theater. music, ballet. tion of classics. The Lincoln Center ter is presenting a series of perform-
England are The Breadloaf Writer's Conference, they attend lecture'.' and l\nd art. Reperatory is presenting a new a11te::: by the American Ballet C.Om-
C.Onference and the Radcliffe Col- h• workshops, discuss each other's Broadway theater publics are no- translation of Moliere's biting com- rany. The Paul Taylor Company will 
lege Summer Course in Publishing creative attempts. t:>rious for complaining about the "cl}, Tartu/fi•; altl·mating with Ar· be at the Ambassador Theater from 
Procedures, each of Wlhich explores a Ro.:>m and board in rouses on caliber of "Ille season". and this one tl.ur Millrr's moving Incident at March 31 to April 3. Dancers Melissa 
diUerent facet of writing. campus is $200, but students wh ' l>a1 not been exempt from diatribe. 1 ·;r~iy. Tlw Linrnln Crnter troupe is haytlen and F.dward Villella will be 
The Breadloaf Conference is held work as waiters or waitresses pay Am:mg the best receiv('d new shows temporarily ~tituated at the ANTA joined by the Sabicas, guitarists, at 
for 2 weeks in August on the Bread only a nominal registration fee. Any- are director Mike Nichols' two com- Washington Square Theater. Hunter C.Ollege on March 28 .. 
loaf Mountain extension campus of one interested in attending t'.1e con- cch hir,}"hr Old Co11/111' :•nd /.111"- Repertory and Lon,-Runs New York is an acknowledged 
Middlebury C.Ollege, Middlebury, Vt. ference :i10uld write Paul CUbeta The former stars Art Carney and 'The P1'oenix Theater, successful so leader in the orld of modern art, and 
Under the direction of John Ciardi, BreadloaI Writer's C.Onterence, Mid- \\'alter Mattl>au as two men sharing far thb yrat with War a 71d Peace a walk along 57th Street or up Madi-
poetry rditor of thl' Saturday R e- <llebury, Vt. If planning t.> be a con- an apartment. It is playing at the and Man and Supnman, will offer son Avenue will convince any visitor 
view, the \l's~ion is oprn to both au- tributor she must· include a manu Plymouth. Judltb by French playwright Girau- <'f that fact. Aniong the ~teworthy 
ditors and contri'Uutor.1 with inter- script with her application. Multitude of Muskals doux. Two long-running plays deserv- exhibits is "Five Briti~ Sculptors 
ests in poetry, short story, non-fie- Publlsbln' Course Set /.1/l', a n•,·italization of the famil- mg of attention are T/11: Fantastic/iJ, Work and Talk," which comprises, 
tion or children's writing. Recent college graduates are <'!i iar triangle story, features Alan ~ d.elightful musical comedy at t.'ie along with the sculpture, drawings, 
All Age11 Attend gible to atend the six-week pub1i~'1 - Atkin. Eli Wallach. and Anne Jack- ::::ullivan Street Playhouse, ana photos, and taped monologues by 
Participants are of all ages, in- ing course at Radcliffe, held from son. It is at the Booth. Michael Cacoyannis' production of sudh artists as Barbara Hepworth 
mid-June throu~h the end of .Tulv. Broadway abounds in muc;ical Euripicl,.s' tragedy Thi' Trnjan end Henry Moore .. It is at the I.B.M. 
WISO Proposes 
Independent Study 
Limited to !ifty participants, t1'e c~medies this year. Trc most widely ll'uman, />la11 ying at th.P Cirrle-in-lhr Gallery at 16 East 57th Street. Im-
program surveys requirements and arrlaimccl of the cunrnt '""''rn j, Square. pressionist Camille Pissarro is fea-
C'pportunities of tthe field. provide'." Fiddlrr.r ni1 thr R oof. J,;1"·cl on itw Opera huffs will have an oppor- lured in two current shows: one is 
hasic training in publishing skill<: Sholom Al<>chrm storiC' '· Starring tunity to hear perennial favorites ;ot tl>e Beilin (655 Madison Avenue) 
Have you ever wished that you and place students in contact with Zero Mostel, it is at tl>e Imperial. at the Metropo~itan Opera HouS<' as and the other is at the Wildenstein 
had more free time to plan 350 or professior,.'lls. .\l •o Ill"" thi.- ,,.,,. j, 1111~1 r \"tral, well as more infrequently perform- (19 East 64th Street). 
290 work. to organize 370 projects, or Studt>ntH Pn•pan> J)umm~· <' musical interpretation of the ad- ed work-:, by t1'e N~w York City Mu!H'UrnH lt'lourish 
just to read some of those stacks of The agenda includes lectures. in- \entures of Sherlock Holmes. "hich Cpera Co.mpany '.1t City Center. In- New York's main museums house 
Hbrary books that don't fit into your formal seminars. field trips and clic;-1 opened to mixed reviews. II can be cl~ded th!s year is Bertold Br~c~t's important permanent collections 
course requirements? To answer cussions. with student groups pre- S£en at t''.le Broadway Tl-eater. j Du l>rn~ro:1rhn111/1'.·r, .tlw oni.tmal which should not be overlooked. The 
those needs, Wellesley Independent paring their own magazin<' dummies Avant·Gardt> and Cla .. sl<·" ( " 'nnan n•1,m11 of 1 h1• fhrrr-Penn}' special exhibit attracting the largest 
Study Organization (WISO) will be a~~ a final project. On Broadway itsel( there is but () /1,.rn. fc:atnrini.t Martha Sc hlamnw. number of visitors right now is at 
revived this summer, if enough stu- Application can be ob ,med by one serious play to recommend: F.d- Also at City Cent~r Is a ~e~ opera by the Museum of Modern Art. Entitled 
dents show interest. j writing Publishing- PrO"l'Clures \\ard Albee's puzzlin~ but provoca-1 Jack B1•t•son <'nt11lrd L1:.:.1r /fordrn. ''The Optical Eye," it is a collection 
WISO'• Fatef O>ur'lC, RadcliUe C.Ollege. 10 Garden 11w Ti11\' . lliri. Tlw , ic•\\ ,.r·, 1nrnh ,._ Amo~ the concerts to be offered of "op art" from 18 countries. Also 
Last summer tihe on-campus p~ St., Cambridge, Ma~ .. and will ck>se n;ent in thh mystical, allegorical next wt>ek is a return performance o at the Modern Art a pl>otography ex· 
gram of end-of-vacation independent April 30. Tuition is $275, not includ- drama is intensified by the fine per- c·ontroversial pianist. Paul Badur- h:bit. "The Photo Eye." 
study failed because of lack of par. ing board and room. formance of Irene Worth and Jc1'"1 ~koda at Carnegie Hall on March 29. An impressive new wing of Far 
ticipants. WISO will survive in future All seats will be priced at $1. Also Eastern and Islamic art has been 
years only if a group of 30 students scop1v o•r~ Summer TY7ork at Carnegie Hall will be an all- opened at the Metropolitan Mu.~um 
can be 011ganized for this fall. L 'J J ers ,.,,., I Russian program by eie Plhiladelphia of Art. Other recent additions to the 
From Wednesday, Sept. 8, thro\lgh V c • •l R • h T 7 l Orchestra. conducted by Eu.gene Or- museum are the Blumenthal Patio 
Tues., Sept. 14. WISO participants J.~ Or J,VJ, ig ts y 0 unteers ml\rrly March ~O. The prino::ioal con- (a Spanish Renaissance courtyard) 
will have use of the college's librar· rert halls in addition b Carnt>cie nrr and te Thomas J . Watron Library. 
ies and laboratories; a dormitory FhHharmonic Hall, Town Hall, ~.. vlhere a collection of rare illustrated 
will be designated for tneir use. The Students interested in rummer vol- perience, positions witih organiza- the Hunter College Auditorium. books from t!he 15th century to fue 
program will cost between $30 and unteer work wlfu civil rights groups, tions offering reading and liceracy Town Hall will pre:::.ent Flamenco present is being displayed. 
$40. churches, and ot1'er organizationo; programs may prove valuable. The guitarist Carlos Montoya on Marci!! Full Gamut of Modem Art 
Applications will be available after engaged in social work or in getting Eliot C.Ongregational Church, which 27. The Cbad Mitch('ll Trio, wh',.... Currently at the Guggenheim are 
spring vacation for interested stu- ::> head start on term-time work with can be reac1'ed at HI ~7525 in Bo.,_ :.;JWcializes in popularizecl follc-muri~ works by Austrian painters, Gustav 
dents. Students interested in being such associations will be happy tc ton, maintains a special reading will give a concert at the Brookh~ Klimt and Egon Schile. This week 
chairman of the prognun should con- hear that many of Boston's social readiness in phonics program which Academy of Music April 3. Jazi fan marks the opening of an exhibition 
tact Sue Berkman '65, Pomeroy, be- action groups maintain special sum- sound especially well-planned; two niay hear Dizzy Gillespie at Carnegie of contemporary American art at 
fore vacation. mer programs. weeks of training at the beginning of Hall on March 27. the Whitney. 
Some program1 demand major the summer and commitment of two Popular Performers Huntington Hartford's Gallery of 
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
commitments in time; others appre- mornings a week thereafter are re- More jazz can, of course. be found Modern Art, now a year old, has 
ciate an occasional morning spent quired. in some of New York's nightclubs cau-ed a minor sensation in this art-
on ~atent MedlclnH • Vltunl,.. • 
Co-ettce • Tolletrl" • Eta. 9t 
!':tuffing envelopes. Although plan? Interviews will be t>eld in May for currently singing at Basin StrP" conscious city. Mr. Hartford, author 
are by no means crystallized and all the As·pciation for Boston C.Ommun- , 1 East is Peggy Lee; Nina Simone l o Art or A-rdlyT, dep ores ab-
CARROLL'S (Sel-Mac, Inc.) I Churches and other organizations off· lt} Development, RI 2-4210, whicfl at the Village Gate. stract art, and his collection is re-
572 Washington Street · ering volunteer programs cannot be ~ill oUer a program including tutor· One especially unusual pre1"nt~ markable for its lack of taste. A 
eppoelte Vlll•t• c•u1reti 1' enumerated, an incomplete list of i~g in rkine"!11dedial reading latThwork at •ion is a reading by Italian film-..t· special e~iblt of Scandinavian art 
:i.gencies with summer volunteer ac- tue pre- ergarten leve · e Mas- · tih Call CE 5·%489 for Free Delivery h tts C il f Publi F.d Vittorio Gassman (The Easy Life) IS ere at present. I ::ivities can be made. sac use ounc or c uca-Hrs. Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. tion maintains two literacy pro- from the works of Dante. with music For further details a'OOut the ac-~=i .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~_:_F~o:_:r _ _::s:_:tud=e.:.:n.:.:ts:_::d:e:Jin:::"ng::__:tu:t:.::oring ex- grams: an establisl>ed plan for Eng- Crom tohe period supplied by a Ren- ( ConUnt,teQ on page mtie 1 
- lis.b·speaking illiterates and an ex· FISK EXTEMPORE SPEAKING CONTEST 
BLL FLIGHTS TO 
nBWYOPK 
save 88 MUCH BS~ 4 R.OUnD-TR.IP I 
NORTHEAST 
AIRLINES 
~no RBSBRVBnon~ DBLUX8 COMMUTBR 88RVIC8 I 
A vallable at 
HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP 
LOOK TO TIDS DAY! 
The lively education of a great woman doctor 
CONNIE GUION, M.D. 
by Nardi Reeder Campion 
with Rosamond Wilfley Stanton 
Little, Brown & Company $4.95 
perimental program for Spanish- What i• it? 
speaking literates and illiterates, the 
latter being held at night at St. 
Stephen's Cburdh in t'he South End. 
Civil Rights Work 
For those who can't manage a trip 
to Alabama, many organizatioru:i in 
the Boston area are in great need of 
volunteers for tiheir various civil 
rights programs. The National Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Col-
ord People, CO 7-1058, welcomes vol-
unteers, preferably those with a car 
and some typing skill, for regular, 
part-time, and emergency office 
work. Help is also needed by the 
Student Non-Violent Coordinating 
Committee. 868-0939, and by the C.On-
gress of Racial Equality, 44!>-9458. 
' the latter desiring volunteers to work 
on tenant organization. 
1
. 
I T1'e Northern Student Movement, 
! through whidh the Wellesley Civil 
I Rigtlm Group works in its winter tutoring plan, needs volunteers for I office work, voter registration p~ 
, grams, and tutoring students. 
SPECIALIZING IN 
I 
: Pauport Phot11 
I 
I 
I 
' Plua Photos For I• 
Application•, Licenaee, etc. I I 
1 CUSTOM PHOTO FRAMKI 
I IUIERT'S 
I PHOTO SUPPLID 
• Centre! It.. Well...., CEdar I-Gia 
The Speech Department announces the annual competition r..,r 
the Isabelle Eastman Fisk Prize for the student who delivers he 
best extemporaneous speech. The prize was established by Mr. 
Otis H. Fisk In honor of his daughter, Isabelle Eastman Fisk, ot 
the Class of 1923. The award c·onslsts ot a sum of money, the 
yearly lnterel'lt from the bequest, which will be about $50. 
Members of the Department of Speech will be happy to answer 
questions roncerning the contest. 
Who may enter? 
Any sophomore, junior or senior, reg11rdleR11 ot whether she bas 
had a course In the Speech Department, Is encouraged to enter 
the contest. 
What ia the procedure? 
1. Ead1 contestant must submit a topic, and should prepare the 
1mbje1·l thoroughly, using iiource Information. 
2. The d1oke of topic should be malled to Department of Speech, 
Green Hall, by March 25 If poi1slble, and not later than April 6. 
(Tear orr slip below and mall.) 
3. The department will prepare questions for each subject sub-
mltte11. At the preliminary contest, each s tudent will have 15 
minutes in whirh to or11:anlze a 4-mlnute speech to answer one of 
the qnt>l'ltions. The contf'!st.a.nts may bring any material related to 
the imbject to the t1·y-out which will hehl. Notes may be used once 
or twkt> tluring the contest but It ls better to speak without tbem 
If possible. 
I. Students chos-eu by means of the preliminary contest wl11 
speak in the finals to which the public Is Invited. Each contestant 
will make a six to eight-minute extemporaneous speech upon the 
same topic which was previously submitted. Extemporaneous 
means prepared but not memorized or read. A short quotation may 
be read aloud, however. Contestants should mention sources. The 
department will not submit questions for the final contest. 
When and where are the conteata held? 
1. Preliminary contest Rm. 444, Green Hall, April 13, 3 : 40 or 4 : 40 
2. Final contest Rm. 444, Green Hall, April 27, at 4:40 p.m. 
Name: ............................................... . ....•. • • 
Topic .. · ............. - . . . . . . Dormitory . . . . . . . . Class •...... 
State time you can enter the preliminary contest: 
If all the year wer.e playing holidays, 
To sport would be to work. 
Shakespeare, Henry IV, Part I 
Holidays should be like this 
Free from over-emphasis, 
Time for soul to stctch and spit 
Bcf ore the world comes back on it. 
Louis MacNeice, Epilogue for W. H. Auden 
What did the)' call it in New England, when th.ey 
felt this same thin.I! ... "I ourney-proud." 
A11ne Morrow Lindbergh, "Listen! The Wind" 
The best 
Thing we can do is to make wherever 
We're lost in 
Look as much like home as we can. 
Christopher Fry, The Lady's Not for Burning 
Photos by Karin Rosenthal '67 
Aud idua sliould tliq knou of england 
II' ho 1111ly 1~11gla11d k1ww? 
Rudrard Kiplirig, The English Fla~ 
Fo r 1111· part, I tra1•el not to go anywhere, hut to 
:·•• ... T/11· nrcat affair ij to move. 
Robert Louis Stevcnso11, Travels with a Donkey 
The flleasure of travel only erists as a matter of 
fact in retrospect and seldom in the present, at 
the instant when it is being experienced. 
Joris Karl Httysmans, Against the Grain 
You know not how to live in clover. 
Menander, The Girl From Samos. 
For though we slepe or wake, or rome or rydc 
Ay fleetlt the tyme, it nyl no man abyde. 
Chaucer, The Clerk's Tale 
I will arise and go now, and go to lnnisfree. 
W. B. Yeats 
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Politicians, St. Paddy Compete as Green Covers S. Boston Pudding Show Parodies Protest 
Puns Prick Academic Bubble by Marji Sieg.el '66 
U lepredhauns strike you as fanci-
ful . . . it your ancestors disdain 
the potato famine . . . if parades 
make you feel faint and green was 
never your favorite color - avoid 
the Park Street Station next Marcfl 
17tl>! 
Y"ou )llay be innocently waiting tor 
-the River:.-Ude MTA, when suddenly 
you sense a conspiracy. Hearty 
green carnations hang from ladies' 
coats. conservative gentlemen sport 
shocking green ties, and the cr.1Wds 
are all pushing towards one line-
Ashmont-Dorchester, South Boston. 
By sheer coincidence you're wear-
ing green kneesocks and, well, it's 
only a ten minute ride-and after all, 
h€ was a saint. 
by Jane McHale '66 
A parody of life, love and student 
protrsts in genrral, of academic life 
i11 particular arc all offered with No 
Hard Feelings 111 this year's Hasty 
P1..dding Show. 
The show which will continue 
nightly at 8: 30 p.m. until March 31 
\•as written by Todd Cobey and Dan 
Shulman, produced by Laurence 
'\Titman and directed by David Tih-
niar. 
You get oU at Andrew Square, 
just to "look around," but you do 
have a sweet tooth and that green 
cotton candy seems irresistible. My, 
you think. Boston surely knows ~ 
to get people at a parade-tlhey let 
the schools out! 
St. Paddy'• Day float proclaims, "I am a litter bug. I eat tax 
dollars." 
From the opening ~carch for a 
student cause ("young American~ 
have always found something to pro-
tot" tu tlw rl'solution that we'll 
form a protest club to protest pro-
t<'st clubs", the show abounds with 
quick and lively farce. The studrnts 
and faculty at beloved Unsatunitcd 
Poly zcstily sing and dance to amaz-
irgly catchy tunes- the Forbiddrn 
Frug 1·spccially calling fonh t•xpr<'s-
'i"'· gri111at'<'' :md wild rnntortions 
f 111111 1 h .. niccls played by 111.11cs. The 
l:i;:h pitdwd t•x('itenwnt of the op1•11-
i11~ 'l'<'ll<'' >Oar.; C\'<'11 higher wht' ll 
th•· choru, group p<'rforms tlwir Fol-
1i .. , Bl'l'!!t•H• Bu11nirs H11/1 compl<'I<' 
,. ith pink lt·utard,, flopping car-. and 
fluff) "hitt· ••tils. Esp«t·iallr lkn-r 
i, tlwir n•ndition of J.i11~ua Acad-
1 111ill, a soil!!; with a Lalin Rf'al 
1, hid1 n·n-rts to a I h11va1d ~chool 
'-011).(. 
duce Hugh Most Playboy to Pussy-
cat Hall; and swindle the football 
coach, poet in residence and frat man 
c.ut of money. The staging and sccn-
<'ry, unusual and varied throughout 
the pla)', is especially effective in the 
scene bl'tween these three academic 
aimosphere t)•pes. George Denny as 
the Coach, Michael Rey as the Poet 
Laureate and William Coleman as 
the Frat Man each speak his own 
dialect soliloquy from a separate 
nook in the curtain; their three son!(S 
l:armoniously relate when sung in 
11nison. Swiss and Deggs are two mar-
playt'd very well, their song Bored 
vdouslv conc<'ived characters who 
to Tra~.r is an excellently performed 
pi<'Ce. 
1\gainst this gm<'ral theme, two 
love stori<'s and a basketball bounc-
inl?: marathon round the world take 
rlac<'. Thi' lov<' match('S are hyster-
ically incongruous couples-the fat, 
old and uglv hut still in the sex mar-
k<'! D<·an' Unciate play<'d by Harry 
Lapham with the wl'ak-kneed Pro-
r1·ssor Cas<' played by Frederick 
~11·acfrv, and the d<',inibl<' daughter 
Ann Unciat<' playro by William Hit-
zi~ with all American boy Bl'n Dover 
plawd bv \\'alt<'r Winslow. Ann Un-
riatr and h<'r motht·r arc c'pccially 
hy,trrical in playinl?: their adoptt·d 
frmi11i1H' caricatures to the hilt. 
Thrr<' of th<' low songs, You Maki' 
Afy Cmuriinu Ex/1and, Sorially and 
No Hard Feelings cleverly blend S<'X-
ual innuendo, irony and understate-
nwnt. Thr basketball fiasco allows 
charming rharactt'r-skctch interlud1·s 
or tlw (;1·rman soldi<'r type and an 
/,rab b<'lly danc<'r. 
You can't leave. Babies are cov-
ered with green blankets: teen-age 
girls have dyed their sneakers green 
and are wearing green and black 
garters over their tight green pants; 
you·re in a SE'a o! green ballrons. 
Squeezing in between numeroui 
toddlers who wear pins which read, 
"Kiss M<', I'm Irish." you get r<'aciy 
tor the floats. But the only one you 
see is an enonnoos yellow and green 
animal with a sign on it saying, "I'm 
:i Litterbug. I eat tax d;>llars." 
Of course the bands are all out and 
rhere are two Miss South Bostons. 
:i. Mic;s Shamrock and even a Mi r; 
lce-a-rama. who se<>ms a little out 
o! place. 
But it's really a politician's parade 
... and nobody seems to mind that 
n.ost of lh<'m an• Italian. 
No matter what the v;>te-getter·s 
nationality. tiis wife has on her once-
a-year Irish green suit and that'~• 
what counts. 
You didn·t mean to go. but how 
could you have missed it? 
Special 
Summer 
Course: 
Hawaii, Japan, 
Hong Kong and the 
Philippines. 
What's the best way to learn about the Orient? Go 
there-aboa1·d a great President Liner. 
Every two weeks there's a sailing from San Fran-
cisco. And for the six-week round trip fares begin at 
$725. EYerything's included: air-conditioned cabins, 
international cuisine, swimming, dancing and movies. 
You may stop over in Japan, Hong Kong, or the 
Philippines, and continue-or return-on a1:10ther 
President Liner. Or you may extend your trip and 
visit Malaysia, Bangkok, Ceylon, India, the Mediter-
ranean and Europe. 
For complete details see your Travel Agent or mail 
coupon below. 
SAMPLE ROUND TRIP FARES 
Economy Class from San Francisco to: 
Yokohama Hong Kong Manila 
From: $630 $691 $725 
First Class from San Francisco to: 
Yokohama Hong Kong Manila 
From: $1159 $1440 $1519 
(350 lbs. free baggage allowance included) 
AMERICAN PRESIDENT UNES 
601 CALIFORNIA STREET • DEPT 69, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94108 
-------------------------• Tell me more: I 
I I am a (student) (teacher) (other: ) interested I 
I in (Economy Class) (First Class) (Cargoliner) to (Japan) (Hong Kong) I 
I (Manila) (other: ). I wish to leave I 
I My Travel Agent is I 
I NAME I 
I I 
I ADDRESS I 
I CITY STATE I 
-------------------------
Photos by Robin Reisig '66 
Thi' Corks of till' Wik, s" ISS and 
Dn:I!', pbyt•d by Jamt'' Mdlan•· ;111<1 
0 <'a n Stolbrr, ar<' the profr<.sional 
prot<'~to1-., who arrive from the out-
,jd1· world to l'ha11g1· the rnmpus; 
llwy end up hy lra,·ing it thr ~.1111!'. 
\\it h a \'!'!')' poli,hC'CI flouri,h, tht') 
1J10\·id<· prot!''t nwsf•s ( .. l'if'krt 
J'ricrs" ) ; a1ra111!f' lO\'<' affairs; 111tro-
Sunday Baroque Chamber Music Concert 
1 Gives Beauty in a Variety of Ensembles 
All those with an ear for Baroque 
Chamber music came to Jewett 
Auditorium last Sunday for the 
Chamber Music Society's concert. 
The l>ighlight of the concert as a 
concerto for two flutes by George 
I Teleman, played by Anne Conley '67 
und Marion Geortzel '67. The music 
was beautifully intncate with exquis-
itf" counterpoint; ~he soloists, who 
displayed their professional embel-
1 
lisbments, trills, and turn-., gave 
superb interpretations of the music, 
and their obvi'Ous enjuyment and 
expertise was infectious. 
Baroque Atmosphere 
The opening number, Op. 2, no. 6 
or Corelli's Concerto Grosso in F 
major, was conducted by Mr. John 1 
exposition on the other. 
Under Mr. Crawford's guidance 
and conducting the well-balanced 
program wa 1 as superbly done. 
NEWS ANNOUN~ 
NEW REPORTERS 
Judy Forman '66 
Margie Fox '68 
Dorothy Glancy '67 
Anne Martin '68 
Susan Pillsbury '66 
Suxanne Slesin '66 
Lee Sonastine '67 
PC'g-zy Stone '68 
Pat Worsley '68 
Cartoonists 
Anne Martin '68 
Elaine Pogostin '67 
The lyrics and lines of the show 
<1r<' a cl<'vrr and sophisticated blend 
0f lit<'rary allusions, academic refer-
rnrrs and risquc jokes. 
F~TURING A MOST 
COMPLETE NEWST AND 
WB.LESLEY NEWS 
AGENCY. Inc. 
567 WuhhlgtOll Street 
''WE TAKE PRIDE 
IN BEING UP-TO-DATE 
Call Us 
CE 5-118'7 
Over 25,000 Paperback 
Books in Stock 
Crawf'ord and played by the entire ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
chamber orchestra, whose l'ong-
sleeved white blouses and floor- , 
l<:ngth black $irts lent an impres-
1 sive intellectual aura to t'he distinctly 
Baroque atmosphere. 
Following the Corelli concerto with 
I ilc; beautifully brought-out violin sus-pensions, Edie Jones sang Heinrich 
j Schultz's "Herzlich Ueb hab ich dich, 
0 Herr." Her expressive contralto 
blended with the basso continuo and 
violins as she performed t!he tricky 
allegro passage!l in German with 
sensitivity and ease. 
Two Duets 
Janet Bedell '66 then joined Edie in 
another Schultz Symphonia Sacra 
in Which they were accompanied by 
organ, recorders and cello. The re-
corders <Katy Rea '66 and Bronwyn 
Hughes '66) began the number with 
a lovely duet \Vhich developed inl'O a 
contrapuntal ensemble; the balance 
· among the instruments was superb, 
although at times the vocal dynam-
ics were a little uneven. 
The third piece was a delightiul, 
wiusual cello duet, a Dance Suite by 
J::tcob Klein, played by Elizabeth 
Morse '66 and Susan HarmJn '67. 
The two cellos, U!:J.Jally basso con-
tinuo instruments in the Baroque, .,- ~ ; fl k -r I t1'\ l'.I {) ,· "1lJ .!... d..i · /J °'- Jt>f 
managed to project a very full son- .f- + J • "':,) -, I..> ~ 
ority, highlighted by extremely ex- th 
1
.5 V /1 /'J't ·:h·o ,11 • pressive dynamic contrasts and an- L'1 L.lA- r ' 
tiphonal effects. The audience seem- l ...,. .. .. n ~ , ,.._ .J 
00 to be transported directly to the \, .. • "" e ().. h I r M s t\v WU) l\ l"e LAO y 
Baroque during the Chaconne as the J ... ---•'••••••••-------------' cellos alternated pizzicato accom-
paniment on one cello with melodic 
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Soph. Meetings 
SopN>more major meetings will be 
hclj in Billings on Monday and 
Woor!esday, April 5 and 7. During 
4:>-minutc sessions, heads of depart-
n;cnts, professors, and senior major::-1 
will discuss t>he merits of majoring in 
their particular fields and the 
changes resulting from tl>e new cur-
riculum with intereste<I students. 
Alternate meetings for some de-
partments will enable students to 
gather information on variou':l fields. 
Monday night at 7: 15 there will be 
r.1eetings for those considering con-
<·cntration in Astr.:>nomy, Chemistry, 
Economics, English, or Philosophy. 
The Departments of Art. Biblical 
History, Mathematics, Political Sci-
ence and SpaniSh will Jiold their clis-
cussions at 8:00, and the ClasSics. 
French, History, and Murie Depart-
ments at 8: 43. 
S.E.C. Rf'IHI to Attt"nd 
The art. Biological Sciences, Eco-
nomics, History, and Physics De-
partments will meet at 7: 15 on 
Wednesday. Potential Biblical His-
tory, Italian, Geology, Political Sci-
ence, or Psychology majors will as-
semble at 8:00, and meetings of 
tlie English, German, and Sociology 
Swim Show Emplwsizes rrw ords" 
Tradition and Modernity Unite 
Departments will take place at 8:45. Tl>e Synchronized Swim Club's J tihey please. It allows each writer to 
Prepresentatives of the Student show, "In a Word," on April 9 and find an interest or emotion and por-
Education Committee will attend the 10. will be a synthesis of tradition- tray that emotion in the swimming. 
meeting!'! and will subS<'quently pass alism and the new expressive swim- Eaoh "natographer" is responsible 
on information about the new cur- ming. for the creation of a well written 
rkulum to upperclassmen. Eaf'h Numtwr A Word fusion of music. movement, and 
Sophomores will find the meetings The title of t>hc show was chosen theme. 
useful in prcp:irution for compl~ting 1 to give the "natograpl>ers" freroom 
the concentration blanks due Friday, to choose their music and use it as 
April 16. 
Wired Whales ... 
Prof ,.f o l{eveal Measurements 
Dr. John \\'. Kanwishrr, Senio~ Dr. Kanwisher's studies of the 
~cientist at Woods Hole Oceane>- physiology of plants and animals 
graphic lm1itution and Associate lhave led to travels all over the 
Professor at M.l.T., will be the \\-Orld. He devised a method for ob-
g1.1rst of honor at the Department taining thermal and respiratory 
o~ Biological S<•iences majors' din- measurements of Whale!.'\ by har-
nrr on Monday, April :;, in Stone pooning transisterizcd equipment 
Hall. Following l'hc dinner, Dr. ir>to the living animals. One of his 
Kanwisher will deliver a lecture on earlier studies, in conjunction with 
"Thermal and Respiratory Physi- P. F. Scholander, was on the rise of 
oiogy of Whales and Porpoises" in sap in tall grapevines. He Jlas also 
100 Sage Hall at 7:45 p.m., to which worked on and devised physiological 
all interested members of the college measurement equipment for studies 
are invited. o! the pupa stage in moth..'\ 
He will show a film on oceaTIC>- Bo · 1924 D K ·sh 
graphy as a science and as a . rn .JO ' . r. . anw1_ er re-
cc.reer on Tuesday, Marc}) 6 at 4:-ID · ceived _is P~.D. m B1ophys1~s from p m · 100 Sa H 11 D . hi the University of Rochester JO 1951. 
· · JO . . ge a · urmg s He joined Woods Hole Oceanograph-
two ~Y VlSlt a.t We~leoley College, ic Institute in 1953. In 1961-62, he was 
die will meet with BIQlogy 101 sec- v· ·r Leet t H d u · 
lions and wi~h the advanced physi- l' i~ty1 mg urer a arvar ru-
Pantherism, one of the words to 
be depicted in swimming patterns, 
will show a panther's conflict with 
three sophisticate<I cats. Each part 
of a number by Gene McGregor '67 
will use a movement such as the 
common flutter kick to create feel-
ing. In a number by Googy Ander-
sen, the swimmers will perform to 
~he tune of Euridice !rom Black Or-
pheus written by Judy Halinski. A 
1hysterical and tragic mood will be 
created by a fusion of music and 
movement reminiscent of old time 
movies and a modern surrealism. 
Expression's Tradition 
Two years ago, the swim club pre-
sente<I " Sound and Silence". Last 
year's show, "I.E." was the first to 
use a free title. Both shows used the 
new techniques of finding fantastic 
and frenzied, fancies in music and 
relating ttiese fancies to a swim-
mer's movements. However, in their 
surge toward expression the shows 
seemed to disregard traditional 
group movements normally asse>-
ciated with synchronized swimming. ology classes. versi · 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
FRENCH 'PLAYS 
<CtH11Mt1e1J ''°"' p11g1 Two) 
thi~, rrplil's in a triumph of logic, 
"II <'st ahsolumrnt impo~ile d<' par-
Irr pour nr rif'n dire puisqu<', chaque 
Mayor CoUins To Face Taxing Problem, 
Joins Panel In Discussion Of Heavy Levy 
fois qu'on dit quf'lqur chose, on Boston's Mayor Collins will parti-
parlc ... " I cipate in a panel discussion on tax-
And so th<'\' rJ\·cd on. Action ation in Massachusetts at the Hun-
~hifted i.nto high gear as a youn~ newell Audit?rium in Wellesley on 
lady, ~hnkrd onto the stage The Monday, Aprtl 5, at 8:00 p.m. 
thrrr nwn workt•d thcmsch:C's into a The panel, second in a series 
frenzy o~ sla?>tirk, rarh claiming to ~·lanned by t~e Welle~ley Democratic 
he h<'r fiancc and hrlping hrr wit'1 Town Committee, will focus on the 
pottNI flowrrs. In th< midst of it all proposed sales tax, but will also 
tht• }Ollllft lady maintaint'd her mm: consider tthe more general issue of 
posurr beautifully, smiling royly and state and local taxation. 
insipidly mout~!ng the yropt'r. banal I Flnt Spttch In Wellesley 
phra,rs. Hysteria rulmmatrd m thr Th" -11 be th M • f t b 
the throughway. Proposals are, as 
in the past, being con1idered for ex-
tending the MBTA to Wellesley 
along the old New York Central 
tracks, but norhing definite has been 
decide<I. 
Wellesley Professor Participates 
In May, the Democratic Forum 
wilJ turn to the problem of foreign 
:1id. Congressman Torbert Macdon-
ald (D) !r.:>m Medford, Gustav Pa-
panek, Acting Director of the De-
' 'elopment Advisory Service at 
Harvard. and Mrashall Goldman, 
Assistant Professor of Economics at 
Wellesley, will debate. 
Aligarh, Berkeley • • • 
(Continued from tage One) Instructors part-time will be Mrs. 
Oberlin College and his M.A. at the Ellpabeth O'Neill Dempster in Bibli-
University of Connecticut, where he cal History and Thomas Andrew 
is a candidate for the Ph.D. Mr. Lehrer in Psychology. Mrs. Demp-
Schwaber is a graduate of Wesleyan ster received the B.A. from Queen's 
llniversity, received the M.A. at the University, the M.A. from Bryn 
University of California at Berkeley, Mawr, and is a candidate for the 
and is a candidate !or the Ph.D. at Ph.D. degree. She has taught at Hood 
Columbia University, where he is a College and is a teaching fellow at 
part-time teacher. Harvard. A Harvard graduate who 
Miss Margy J. Gerber will be an received the M.A. from Harvard Uni-
Instructor in German. She obtained versity, Mr. Lehrer was a part-time 
tl>e B.A. at the University of South- teaching fellow at Harvard for tour 
ern California and the M.A. at Stan- years and has been a part-time lec-
ford University. turer at M.l.T. since 1962 and at 
One for Economics Harvard since 1963. 
Rodney Morrison, an Instructor in Maria Clodes Dhority and Rowland 
Economics, received the B.S. and Sturges will be Instructors in Piano. 
M.A. degrees from Boston College Mrs. Dhority receive<I her education 
and the M.S. from the University of in Brazil, Portugal , and Austria and 
Wisconsin. where he is a candidate is currently a candidate for the doc-
tor t:ie Ph.D. degree. tor's degree at Boston University. 
.Tohn Milton Cooper, Jr.. an In- A Harvard waduate, Mr. Sturges 
structor in History, is a graduate of lias tau~hl since 1950 at tl-e Longy 
Princeton who received the M.A. School of Music and Buckingham 
from Columbia University and is a School and since 1960 at Concord 
candidate for tl>e Ph.D. there. 1 Academy. 
This book 
is a total blank. 
Take it to college. 
This is a book you can write. Reader:,ship is guaranteed 
with each postmark. Nothing like it. For only $1, 
Eaton's Letterquettes offer you fine letter paper and 
envelopes held firmly and neatly, to be whisked out easily. 
This handy book form lets you write anywhere, 
any time the muses prompt. While traveling, between 
classes or hands of bridge, write a letter to get a letter. 
Eaton's Letterquettes come in many styles of paper, 
plain or decorated. Pick up one or more at a 
nearby stationery deo::irtment. And write off those 
promises to write. 
EATON'S 
LETTERQUETIE® 
Eaton's Fine.Letter Papers 
lllf'll'~ di~mcmbcrin(( thr girl (ac- )" IS WI . e Walto~ S lrS ~U -
rnmpli,hrd b)' using mannrquin I 1cfirs~ppet atran~e ihn. e es etedy, pclr aps 
limh~). a s ep m t~ repor pan to 
· Quotr~ from Baudrlaire and Io- ~n. fort Governof ~hJO sal1966· Thetax May~ 
· 1 d d · 1:; m avor o • e e!l , as 1s nrsrn me u r m thr program suit- Willi Scha Gov v I • i;:r~trd an imight intC'lldrd to br fos- t amd . andne, f emor 0 ~ s 
d · ax a visor a ormer taxation tt rr b) the two plays - the suffC'r- · · the be ""' 
· h comm1ss1oner, ano r mem r v1 !~g at t f' bottom of humor, a la~gh the panel. Opposing the tax will be 
ram!' par la vue du malheur d au- Robe t ca I th f 
. ,, , r pe ess, ano er ormer tax 
tnu. Although somr of I?nr~ro s I commissioner and now a member of 
lun11:rr play~ prrsrnt frustration and the I f. f J c I 
. 1 · · 1. aw 1rm o oyce, ape ess, 
.. 1rnat1on a 1ttlr mo~r fon-rft11l)", Kilroy, McNult , and Rodd . 
;in rd((e wa~ un the a11d1ent·e's laugh- · y y 
Mr. Goldman. one of the initiatorn I 
ol this "non-partisan forum for dis-
cussion or issues," believes that the 
Democratic Party in Wellesley must I 
be active in off-years as well as in 
election years. "Ir the Democrats 
are going to do anytl>ing in Welles-
ley, it must be a long-range thing," 
he said, to build up the party as an 
intelligent and creative force. 
trr throu((hout, parti1·ularly during 'l'ransportationT 
thr grotcsquf', f'vl'n if absurd, dis- 'JfJ1e first Qf these Democratic 
111r111bem1f'nt. Baudrlairc says, "Le I Forums was held in January, and 
rire ... vicnt de la supt•rioritc." centered on transportation. The 
However, at thr end of Scc11c a speaker.:'! represented tile MBTA, the 
Qyatrr. thr lotlt'sco's dn•am atmos- New York Central Railroad, and the 
phrrr had hrrn so r1mvin<'inl{ly cMab- I newer east-<:<>ast "super - trains." 
Ji,hrd that whrn thr youni:; ladr said They concluded that private railroad 
111 thr audienr<', "Jr suis parfaite- commutation is on the way out, to be 
mcnt d 'acrord av<•t· vous. C<'d f'st replaced by state organizations such 
wur a fait idiot," one could not man- as the MBTA; who will buy the rail-
• 1((1' to mil)' his ~cnse of superiority. road rights. 
"""' rlw undrrlying hysteria, the in- Many residents in Wellesley no 
.1hility to undrrstand or be under- longer commute into ~ton, but 
:.tood, thl" fcrocit)· "idiot?" ork in firms aloni Route 128 and 
The forum on taxation with Mayor 
Collin:) is open to the public. Honne-
well Auditorium is located on cam-
eron Street, behind the town library. 
(Continued from page Six) 
tivities described, the best place to 
look is the weekly magazine, Cue. 
Sold for 25c, it is a convenient guide 
tc restaurants and entertainment 
throughout the city . 
Yes, the fair ground~ are closed 
right now. But it's strange how long 
lines and tired feet seem t() know 
no~~-
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Cast Lives, Acts in r-c-Cool World'' Harvard U. Officials Disclaim 
D d T: h 71 K • v.·z Responsibility for Drug Trade rama an rut 1rJ.erge in r i m te~~7~~e5:~v~~ :~ ~:o:~: :~rd!~~~~7t!~~~c:: :!·: 
their grief and conscience: It is the is presently under particular scru- sPonsible !or a sizeable proPortion 
face of a black boy as beautiful as tiny by the Cambridge City Council of drug activity in the Square". 
'~ is condemned." Tbe film is too and the Cambrdige Police Depart- An editorial by Robert Samuelson 
ment because of charges that it is a iri the March 11 edition ot the Har-
profound to be propaganda-like docu- dope center. rd Cri 
· h Id va mson expressed resignation ~~~~~ ~~r ~i:t;.,u~u:::i~~:1~%i~~: Middlesex Superior Court Justice both to the "inevitability of some 
ironies. and longings we mmetimes Frank W. Tomasello precipitated the drug traffic in the Square" and to 
conceal. c-ontroversy earlier this month by im- the vulnerability of Harvard's name 
Mr. Wiseman, who simply decided plying tnat Harvard and M.l.T. were and reputation to controversy, re-
that he wanted to make a film and sheltering purveyors of marijuana I calling the blowup over parietals 
then made one, represents a growing nnd amphetamines and that, as "tax- t"sex scandal") of last year. 
number of independent film-makers Cree institutions", should take disci- Cambridge Bums· 
doing creative work in America t~ plinary action in order to "maintain The editorial's third Point seems 
day, supplanting, perhaps, the stand- Farvard Square as a decent place I more worthwhile than the first two: 
ard westerns, romances, and Biblical to live"· the peddlers thus far apprehended 
extravaganzas for films with both Harvard Not Responsible have not been Harvard stuqents but 
artistic and moral dignity. Mr. Wise- 11he general reaction at Harvard young men living in apartments 
man feels that as an independent was one of concern for the student~ I around the Square, the familiar 
producer he has much more freedom taken in by the peddlers, but tbe "Cambridge bums", who resemble 
and xope: be plans other movies in college, according to Dr. Dana stud~nts in dress and manner. 
the near future. 1 Famsworth, Director of the Univer- Evidently, only ~asmodic efforts, 
xploring Government 
Students See Gov't. in Action 
"'l'lle Oool World," the subject of Harlem itself prove, however, that · 
a highly-acclaimed film opening next violence and social chaos do exist. Students or Political Sdence 100 
Thursday at the new Symphony Cin· The film has taken some of the will tiave an opportunity to see the 
ema (OPPoSite SymJihony Hall), is boys off the streets and into profes- thl.'ori<'s t:1py study com<' to lif<' as 
the world of Harlem. where a sional theatre. Hampton Clanton. they carry out their field project 
"piece" (gun) is king, boys make who plays Duke. the restless and during spring vacation. The project, 
money by selling marijuana, and the troubled gang leader, Gary Bolling designed to provtde a view of govern-
world of down-town New York is un- <Littleman), Bostic Felton (Rod), ment in action, includes research 
real. and two others are now appearing and observation of agencies and in· 
The film is a drama with all the in Leroi Jones' The Toilet, at St. terview oC administrators all over 
powerful truth of a documentary, l l\inrk's Playhou ~. off Broadway. thc> country. 
rut with the compassionate. deft con- Gary Bolling has also ben accepted After cltoosing administrative, 
trol o! gifted writing and direction. at tile American National Theatre legislative. or judicial agencies on 
How it came to be made is a story I Academy, and Hampton Clanton. a the national, state, or local levels, 
in itself. talented and unusual boy from the the students will investigate t<heir 
First Film by Lawyer I lower East Side, is a member of the functions and issues, observe their 
Fredercik Wiseman, a lawyer and HARTOU-ACT Drama Group. <HAR· I <,pen1tion. and intPrview key J><'r· 
;, professor at Brandeis, author of a YOU-ACT is the Harlem Youth Or- sonnel. During the research and ob-
book on psychiatry and criminal law, ganization to fight poverty and im· servation tl'Cy will be both rePorting 
decided to adapt the film from War- pl".)\'C living conditions.) I nnd evaluating, while during the in-
1en Miller's novel of the same name, I Also in tbe film are Gloria Foster, terview they will be learning inter-
and l'hus make 'his first feature- as Duke's exhausted, well-meaning view tecnniques and meeting the 
length film. The first hurdle-finding mother. an excellent actress who has people behind rbe newsprint. 
backers to finance the production- ;•pp<•arr·d in Jn Whit ,. .!mrrira. ;md C4>l'er Wide Range 
was easily overcome, a!l Mr. Wise- Carl Lee, who Portrays Priest, a Students' choices cover a wide 
man enlisted the aid of many Bos- sleek but toug'.1 gangster. Mr. Lee, rang<' of personalities. locales, and 
tonians. Ironically, Boston is one of \•ho appt'arrd in Tht Ccmncction, i!'sues. Susan Joslin, '68, will inter-
the last places in this country to helped Miss Clarke adapt the novel. view one of Rihode Island's United 
show the movie; many theatre- Clash of Two worlds States Senators. Clayborne Pell; 
owners feared that racial demonstra- Some of t:he finest moments in the Jean Kamman, '68, will interview 
tions might result. film are the scenes between Duke l\lassachusetts' Attorney General Ed-
Cast Chosen From Ute and LuAnne, played by Yolanda Rod· - ---
Director of llhe film was Shirley riguez, who was cast for the part Genet Plav 
Clark, who had previously directed I 'IS sbe walked out of church one .,, 
the cinema version of Jack Gelber', Sunday. They have grown-up too (COtJJ#uwJ ffom poge Ou) 
The Conn~ction in which Mr. Wist>- I tJOn, too hard, in a hostile world tions t'hat people feel are stable and 
man had invested. Only the adults but some of their desires are stlil real, then smashes the assumptions, 
in the cast were professional actors; ·bild-like, like LuAnne's wish to see and asks wbere are the people then 
the group of teen-agers on whom the the ocean. at reality or simply another level 
story centers were chosen from high By involving ~ viewer directly of illusion? 
ward Brooke: and Mary 1''oster '68 
will interview a member of the Au-
burn, New York School Board. TN> 
girls will investigate issues as div-
erse as Pcll's bill proposing a Nat 
ional Foundation on the Arts ancl 
Humanities, Brooke's influence on 
civil rights, and Auburn's education I 
problems. 
Looking forward to tJhe project I 
Judy Fromson, '68, feels that it will 
be valuable to turn from books to 
•·real people and real projects,' 
while Ann Marshall , '68, welcomer 
the opportunity to "act like a Politi 
cal scientist." Jean Kamman think~ 
it will be interesting to compare the 
intellectual aspects of political sci I 
"n"<' learned in the classroom witl 
1 he "ractical aspects learned in ob 
servation. 
Some Re!Wrvatlons 
However, the girls have reserva 
tions as well as enthusiasm. Jean is 
'lppre'hensive that because of t'h<' 
newness of tbe experience she will 
not be prepared to ask competent 
questions. She comments though th;>t 
questions arc what a student would 
be looking for. Yet i" because tllt>se 
girls are only students that Susar> 
Joslin wonders "How candid can 
these people afford to be?" 
While the freshmen look forwar<l 
to the project, political science ma· 
jor Ginny Neil, '66, looks back and 
sums up its value by commenting 
trot her project "not only made the 
subject come to life but Showed me 
the many facets of major ing in Poli· 
tical science." 
schools, Police boards church clubs, and empathetically with a neighbor- T he Maids will be presented in 
settlement houses and social clubs, hood and its people, the film getf .Jewett Auditorium at 8 p.m. Admis-
after months of search. As one o! away from abstractions and stereo- sion is 50c for Wellesley students 
the pamphlt·t~ about Th(! Cool World t)pes; one feels personally acquaint· and 75c regular admission. 
says, "their personal lives in many . ed with these people, and shares ~;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~~;;~~~~~~~. 
respects parallel tihe story:, a story t their experiences, from the boys' trip ;•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~ 
Of ~ struggle tor existence. to the Stock Exchange, led by a hap- t BOSTON COLLEG E WRITERS' C O NFE RENC E ~ 
Mr. Wiseman and Mis~ Clark had !es". social worker, to the final fight. ~ • t 
1 
~ Libra ry Audition ing Sat u rday, April 10 • 
o overcome some parenta distr ust; I The film never preaches, but its in- ~ • 
"They tlhought we were the city , tent is clear to show tbe coolness. ~ 
CIA 
.. h 1 ~ POEM, 9:30. Chairman: Rev. Leonard McCarthy, S.J.; David R. , 
. 
. e commented wryly. More I the loneliness and hopelessness, a nd .. • 
tmPortantly. they found that many the occa!Jional hopes, of the "cool ~ Ferry, Herbert A. Kenney, David McCord. , 
of tJhe. boys, although in junior high I world." Intimate scenes are por- ~ FICTION, 11:00. Chairman: A. F. Bnrack; Kay Doyle, Richard : 
~nd h!gh school'. oould not read the I traycd with realism and respect; in- ~ Kim, Robert Manning. ~ 
Imes in the script. In casting, they tense action is never meant only to ~ JOlJRNALISM, 1: 30. Chairman: Hiley Hughes: Patricia Carbine, : 
used improvisation to determine sl'OCk. ~ James S. Doyle . .Jerrold Hi<-key. : 
st~ge presence and grasp of the situ- Role Of Photography, Music t KEYNOTE, 3:00. Chairman: Clara M. Siggins; James T. Farrell. ~ 
ation .. 11hroughout rhe shooting, in Tbe black and white photography, ~ 
!&ct , 1f the boys were uncomfortable 1 with its sensitive, memorable close- ~ CONFEHENCE FEE $3.50; SINGLE SESSION $1.00 ~ 
m a ~ene or fe lt that the street sl~ ups and sweeping shots of street life ~ as "square" their suggestions were is exciting and alive. The m usic: 
mcorporated into the script. written by Mal Waldron and featur-
No ':""blems In Shootinc ing Dizzy Gillespie'~ Jazz Group, 
The entire tum was Shot in Har- wittt Yrief Lateef, Arthur Taylor , and 
lem, the street scene between 116tb Aaron Bell, is another vital aspect 
and 118t:h Street, the interiors in a of the film. 
condemned building on 143rd Street Luigi Chiarini, director of the Ven-
lent by the City Housing Authority. ice Film Festival, dlOse ttie film as 
Some ~milies still lingered as the the United Statrs cntrv in 1963. l/ud 
set des1gne~ recn:ated the apart- the official United States entry, was 
ments used 1? _the film. Shooting took ; selected by a committee represent- I 
12 week'.\ editing about a year. 1 in~ the Hollywood guilds, but the i 
Mr. Wiseman deprecated tbe " mid- I 1''estival may invite other films to ~ 
die-class attitude" that ttiey would compete. It has played in France and ' 
get stabbed, shot with cocaine, etc. I in Tokyo, with excellent reviews. I 
by making tne movie In Harlem. He I "Bealltlflll alld Oo9demlled'' fl:ad ~ost forgotten the one disrup- The movie has also been highly 
tive 1DC1dent that occlUTed, when tne · praised by Jame~ Farmer Director 
owner of a nationalist bookstore tried o' CORE, Bayard Rustin, ~ Whit-
to grab ~ c:amera of a white cam- ney Young, Executive Director of 
eraman filming Malcolm X making the National Urban League, Mr. 
a speech. Wben a Negro cameraman Rustin says, "I deepty hope that 
took over, there was no violence. many, many Americans white and 
1be film, however, and the facts of black will come and see the face of 
...............................................• 
TRUSTJt.;t; SCHOLARSHIPS 
Unrestricted: Cathy J . Simon - Art major - for work in Architecture 
Jean H. Wilbur - History major - for work in Law 
Teaching: Patli cia Eberle Crunde n - English 
Virginia M. McConn - Chemistry major - for work in Geo-
ohemistry 
Alternates: 
Donna E . Weistrop - Astronomy 
Pamela A. Anderson - Matbematics 
Kathryn L. Reichard - Music 
Margaret M. Sloane - EngliSh m ajor - for work in Educa tional 
Television 
Anne E . Ivakiy - English 
Jane M. Snyder - Clasr-iics 
Aline Olson Quester - Political Science major - for work in 
Economics 
Maria C. Alba - Biblical ~ory major - for work in Clinical 
Psychology 
Terry Ann Rot1hscbild - Biblical History major - for WCl'k in Art 
History 
...... ·- ... , ......... ·············· • • c a cc • • • 4 
inspired by Judge Thomasello's at-
tack. are being made to improve the 
situation. Pushers of non-addictive 
l:>ut harmful drugs are difficult to 
trace, and their sources are clearly 
not in Harvard Square. The "traffic" 
may be temPorarily reduced, but un-
til tbe entire Boston area begins a 
<:ystematic crackdown on suppliers 
o~ marijuana, amphetamines, and 
LSD, few results are to be expected 
from this flurry of excitement. 
When does a woman need 
.. ~ 
J]«ldti:. 
Oat work 
O when travelling 
D athedtime 
O when ill 
D during menstruation 
O and, when weather, 
activity or stress suggest 
the need for aution 
Bidette safeguards intimate feminine 
daintiness whenever bathing is imprac· 
tical. Bidette is the velvety-soft cloth 
(not harsh, linty paper!) pre-moistened 
with a cooling, soothing lotion that 
cleans and refreshes ... helps banish 
odor and discomfort. .. swiftly, safely. 
And because Bideue is sealed in foil 
you can take it anywhere, dispose·of it 
as you would a tissue. 
Medically correct Bidette gives you 
all this relief, reassurance and conven· 
ience fo r just pennies. One dozen, 85¢. 
Two dozen economy box Sl.50 (you 
save 20t). Ask for Bideue at your drug· 
store. Or send 25t and coupon for a 
lovely re. fillable Purse·Pack with 3 
Bidette samples and literature. 
.., ..... ~, 
Youngs ....... -· ·t~··~~'"'' · 
Drug Produc1s _. . ..-.. c.t.t.~\ .. 
Corporation .-··-.:Q., ,.. · ., 
..-·-· lt•~ 
.... - .... !A·--
' • 1 ... #P, . ~· 
..,,,,,-
~ ... ~,;... .... 
·~··t:::-....... -.,,;;.-~ 
r--------1 Dept. WEL-65 
I P.O. Box2l00, G.P.0 ., N.'[. N.~ 10001 I encl~2St to cover poetap aad I haadliD1. '~ Bldeue Pu.-Pecli, I -P1IJ!lnd literatare. 
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Summer 
Work, Travel, Study - the World Over. 
Study For some people three days in Paris just is not enough. At La Cite 
Cniversitairr, the College Art Study 
Volunteers 
(Continued from page Four) 
Detroit, Cleveland, Miami, Balti-
more, Rochester, Buffalo, New York 
City, Boston, and soullhern Alaska, 
as well as in smaller communities. 
The work includes health and wel-
fare projects with California migrant 
workers, youth programs, Christian 
education, and many other fields . 
. Ecumenical work camps are 
planned for Europe, t!he Middle East, 
Africa, Asia, North and South Am-
erica. In the U.S. they operate in 
Washington State, Arizona, North 
Carolina and Tennessee. For details 
about overseas programs, write the 
Office of Student World Relations, 
Room 924, 475 Riverside Drive New 
York City. For U.S. projects' write 
Service and Study Projects, Room 
825, Witherspoon Building, Philadel-
phia, Pa. 
PACE 
Honors Day Convocation bring• together MIH Clapp, Dr. Guion. 
Sage's ·own 
Offers 
'Garden Under Glass' 
Paradise' Ponds and 
. (Continued from page 4) Abr,1d Summ.er Sessinn runs from I For the third summer the Peru-
111sh language with a private tutor July I to August 12. This summer vian American Council for Educa-1 On a day when the sky looks like A plant whose flower consists of fo~ each student, and lodging with a t~ere is a special featured seminar on tional Exchange will sponsor assist- mipolished steel and tre land around clusters of limp red pipe-cleaners is 
private family. Tuition, board and Picasso by a Berkeley professor. The ance programs in the Peruv~ Green Hall ic; frozen tundra, a de- called a "Red Hot Cat-tail". 
room and activity fers arr included six wPrks of .coursr, designed to meet cities of Lima, Arequipa, Piura, and gree of spiritual relief can be found Branching off from this room is 
in thr price, and application blanks college requirements, costs $540. Trujillo. In an effort to further pri- in the Wellesley Greenhouses. the: Mabel A. Stone Cryptogram 
must be obtained from the Univer- . To 11;et ~way f~oi:n A!1'ericans an vate initiative and local cooperation. The. Sage greenhouses, although House, which boasts a wooden ~ity. ideal spot is thr Vnwersite de Nancy the work involves construction of not w.1dely known. ~re open most of bridge, a stagnant pool, and an in-
!i-fonterray Tee . allows admssion Coun ~nur Etud1ant.1 Etrangers. Sit- C'linics and schools, work with handi- J tre tam~ and p~ov1de an oasis of tensive collection of non-flowering ~nul June 15. Their courses include uated m Gerardmen, France, this capped crildren. teaching, social be~uty. m the. m1~dle of a campus plants. A rr.uch more satisfying ex-1~ten~1ve langua~~ courses as well as I school offrrs a variety of courses, all work in slums, hospital work, and which 1~ makmg its very slow and perience may be found in what is 
literature and practical coursrs." very good. some opportunities in radio and very painful p~ss toward spring. rather prosaically called "The ~330-380, drprnding on thr room. OtlK-r Fft'n<'h Programs television. All a pplicants must be at . Hom•P' J>lsplay \'ar~1·t~· Warm-Temperate Room". The room 
To Study In ~pain I Bryn Ma." r sP?nsors a prog".1m least 18. Spanish is useful but not Thi~ com~lex o,f, rooms 1s perh'.1-ps is pervaded by a strikingly beautiful 
If you prefrr to cult1vat!' a Casti- called lnstitut D Etudes Franca1se.1 mandatory. less greenhouse than botamcal odor of camellia and orange. Purple ~ian ac.crm, thrrr arr plans for study I D' Avignon from June I 6 to Scptrm- For more information write PACE garden under gla~s. Tre first two bougainvillaea cascades from the 
an Sp~m, also. The University of San ber 6. ~:~rnrst>s arr all in the alls and 285 Central Park West, New York rooms overClow with the beauty and ceiling and a bush with shiny, deep.. 
Franc1Jlo t1as two plans for Spain humantll!'s and taught in French. City. color of the plants and flowers which green leaves produces simultaneous-
at Valencia and Palma de Mallorca'. Room, board, tuition is $630. Kibutz Proje<>t the college uses for ex1ibition pur- ly both green and ripe oranges and 
The Valrnda Plan, June 26-August . Oberlin Collegr in collaboration The American Zionist Youth Foun- ~ses. Trellises of orange nastur- pale. waxy blossoms. 
19, costs $630, including round-trip wtth Cameg!e College of New York dation sponsors a 10-week program ~iums festa:on t.re doorways, orchids Salubrious Effects 
plane fare. T~~ transportation, board offe~ Foreign ~n1:u?ge Summer in Israel. Seven weeks are spent .nd camelhas htera~ly grow on U:~s. The Orchid Room displays huge 
room'. and tuauon for Palma de Mal- Semons Abroad in Pans. Also Sarah working on a kibutz and studying 
1 
and . clu~ters of tiny blue daJS1e~ violet and purple specimens of tre 
Ion-a 1~ $695. Their session lasts from Lawrence sends studrnts to Paris or ronversational Hebrew and Israeli nourish m pots. flower. each one fit to deck the 
July 3-i\ug. 22. Florence to summer schools fealur- life. Organized tours are taken for From this moist, warm. country- shoulder of any committeewoman. A 
The University of Barcelona itself ing courses in art, literature, and ten days, and another ten days are c;;arden atmosphere, you pass into small room on tlhe way out of the 
sl.'°nsori: tw~ othe~ plans. They pro- poetry. allowed for individual travel. The ~re dry ~eat of the "Desert Room" . greenhouse bears the melancholy 
v1de umverstty residence, and courses For pure Frtnch there ar<' of foundation's address is 515 Park Ave- Iere a giant octopus cactus reaches legend: "Plant Quarantine-for di-
in !he language and literature of coursl' the Ecole de Louvre, Alliance nue. New York City. "Jut a grasping, spiny tentacle. The seased plants". The last room in the 
Spam from August 5-.26 at Barcelona. ~r~ncaise .Pr~ctica~ School 11n~l'r ?f- World University Service ?th~~ desert vegetation looks equally irreenhouse complex, however, offers ~he alternate plan m Mallorca re- final affihauon w11h the Umver.nty The World University Service will mvitmg. the more cheerful prospect of a l•t~' 0~1 privatr hotels instead of dor- of Paris, Univer;ity of Paris - Sor- sponsor an international work camp E:i.:otk Plants great m any extremely healthy Eas-
m1tonr,, and lasts from July 13- 1 bonne, UniVl'rsity of Poiti1•rs, and at tre University in Seoul, Korea The Tropical Room provides a ter lillies. 
August 3. Finally, if you patronize o;hers. The Placement Officl' has It will involve construction on the ")()mplcte r eversal of setting. Huge The greenhouses are warm, beau-T~xaJ ChriJti~n UniverJity's program ~i!es of gitls who have participated WUS student center and include st•l ;>alms reach to th!' roof anrl every tful, fragra nt, and fascinating. They 
wtth the University of Madrid you m thes<' and other programs in thl' dents frJm the U.S., the host coun · !an.t SCl'ms to have r:i.rniv 1· ~u<: P'>- undoubtedly furnish the best free 
can. study four weeks in Spain, tour last few summl'rs. First-hand know- try, and neighboring countries. Part tenhal. T~e Bird of Paradise plant I show on campus and are an invalua-P~ns, and sec southern Spain. Their ledge te~~s to b.e th.e most reliable of the time will be spent teacring ~roduces. f1ve-_foot leaves ~nd incred- ble aid in the tremendous task of fhg~t leaves N.Y. on June 18, school .111d exciting. W11h 1ust a little in- English. tbly fragile pmk and white flowers. making it through until spring. 
la~tmg. from July 4-31. The total v~tigation, imagination, and in~en- Deadline for application is Mard-
pncc 1~ . $1.450, a~d deposits should uuy y~u ca.n devi~ a relatively in-, 31. For details, write World Univer 
be sent m 1mmcd1ately. expensive, mtrresung, and wonder- sity Service, ll45 Massachusett 
Many Art Posslbllltleti ful summer abroad. Ave., Carnbrdige. 
Art studtnts have myriads of glori- -------------
Miss Diamond Plans 2 Films 
From Chaucer & Shakespeare ou~ and exciting alternatives to Literary Prizes TY.Too 1Y7n.ters, 
choosr from in planning their sum- rY ~ rY 1 ~ier. Junior> through grnduate stu- by Dorothy Glancy '67 I She w.ill have the delightful task. of (J(·nt~ and teachers of art and music starving Ar,_; "'ts v;nd Com' -hort Monasteries and manuscripts, tr'.1-veling a~t England: v.:orking 
can S)>('nd a ~ummer in Florence at illtO> .I' 11 "') ' Chaucer and country-houses _ these with everythmg from f~scmating old 
the P1uJ XII ln.ititute Graduate b S . 6 are but a few of the facets of two manuscripts to medieval music. 
" ' films planned by Miss Naomi Dia- . en as . a . t the P~ of f:he S_chnol of Fine Arts for 'om•n. ) uJan Paige ' 8 Wh ked bou 
l ramcripts and recommendations Devotees of campus bulletin boards line Award is offered to seniors. The mond Assistant Professor of Eng- films, Miss Diamond replied with 
arc necessary. The session runs from will have noticed, amid career and Masefield Prose Prize, available to lish. ' one word - "Beauty." 
the first week in July to the second graduate school notices, requests all classes, will be given for a criti- . . . 
week in August, the total cost - for rides to Princeton, and New cal or creative work of suggested J This summer Miss Diamond plans 
round trip, room, board, tuition, and Yorker cartoons, a growing number length 3000 words with only one tu go ot England to make Bare 
scheduled tours - being only $1200. of inducements to literary effort. For E:ntry each. ' Ruined Choirs. Taking its title from 
Another advantage for some is that essays, poems, and translations, all Shakespeare's Sonnet LXXIII, tbis 
there is no language requirement. sorts of writing awards are being The Masefield prizes are an aute>- twenty-minute color film will deal 
S)>('akcrs of Italian can take fas- offered. graphed copy of the author's poems .vith rhe dissolution of the monas-
cinating courses at the UniverJity of Five contests are held by the Eng- while t'.1e others arc monetary ttries in England under Henry VIII. 
Florence. In. Venice is the Artist's lush Department, three for poetry a~ards which depend on the incom<' T·!le film will center on the ironic 
Workshop .wuh two sessions, one in , and two for prose. The Florence An- earned by the funds. Entries are due contrast between present scenes of 
July, one m August, and coun.es in nette Wing Memorial Prize for Lyric by Friday, April 23, and other rules the bleak ruins and contemporary 
<!.rt and the humanities. The Univer- 1 Poetry is open to all four classes are posted. Senior winners will be accounts of t•he monasteries in their 
s1ty of O~lahoma sponsors a program and stipulates lyrics of not over 32 announced at commencement; full glory. 
for American students from June 14 lanes. >nly one per student. Any others. at opening chapel. Judges 
through Augst 6 ~t th~ .Art Studioes underclassman may submit one i11clude Mrs. Jackson, chairman; Medieval Medley 
ot the .Academia. di &lie, Orti, entry for the Virginia Wainwright Mr. G.:>ld ; and Wr. White. T:1e following summer (1966), Miss 
Rome. Three t? six hours of credit Annual Sonnet Prize. Poetry Awards Diamond will begin work on a longer 
can ?e cam~d m drawin~, painting, The Masefield Poetry Prize is In addition. the English Depart- mm, also in color, on Chaucer's 
and m the history of art. Round trip restricted to seniors but specifies no England, From Every Shirt's Ende. 
from New York, room, .board, tui- subject, form, length, or number of ment has charge of the $100 prize Scenes of the English country-side, 
uon, and a three-day tnp to Paris entries. pr~sented by ~he Academy of Am- showing still standing, fourteenth 
are all $1200. The application dead- erican Poets for the best poem or I century houses and bridges, plus 
line i~ April 20, 1965. I Prose Prizes gro~p of poems by a st~ent. Manu- various artifacts and manuscripts 
n the field of prose, the Jacque- scripts must be submitted t 100 i;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;~~~~~; . o will be matched with passages from 
NOW ••• for your convenience 
you can make your own 
Docustat PHOTOCOPIES 
of •ny prlnhd m.terl•I, lnclucllng pa.-
In boob at: 
The Library 
Self.Service, Inexpensive, Quick, 
Accur.te •nd Completely Private 
Founders before April 23. Chaucer's poetrv pe ha · M'ddl 
A di ff ere t k' d f t · • J • r ps m 1 e I .n m 0 poe ry prize, English with Modern English sub-
t'h~ Cathenne ~ames Poetry Trans- titles. 
I 
lahon Award, IS sponsored by Key- Working with M's D" nd Wld 
not and am t t $10 E . l s iamo • er 
e . oun s o · ntr1es are the auspices of Columbia and New 
to be m . the Keynote basket at the York Universities, will be a former 
Info.rmahon Bureau b~ Tuesday, Wellesley graduate, Mrs. Mary Kir-i ~pril 6, a~d ~he transla~i~n must be by '49 an internationally-known film 
acco~pam.ed by the or1g1~al poem. artist now residing in London. The 
I Entries. wli~ also be considered for Wellesley community will have t'he trc sprmg issue of Keynote. opportunity to see two of her films 
A?ropos of. Wellesley's recent syrn- presented by the Mayling Soong 
I pos1um. Italian scholars may com- Foundation on April 23. pcte for a $100 awa~ for the best Miss Diamond's particular inter-sturu;nt essay on a subJect related to est will be in the research, the com-
the hfe or wQrks Qf Da nte. mentary and the editing of the films. 
•••••••••••••••••••••• • Sparked by events in Berkeley and 
Selma, th1• usually staid annual con-
ference of the Association for Higher 
Education AHE) took a few un-
characteristic turns this year. 
Befort' adjoininq, the 2,000 admin-
i~trators and faculty members went 
on record against campus "control 
through fiat , manuipulation, or un-
principled negotiation," and in favor 
of federal protection of voting, as-
Sl'lnbly and petition rights. 
The ronfcrrnc<''s latter position 
"as in response to rcrcnt clashes bc-
t wt•1•11 state troop<·rs and civil rights 
d<·monstrators in Selma. It may have 
bern influrnced by the coincidental 
app<•arnncc of Whitney Young Jr., 
a rti culate l'X<'Cutive secretary of the 
Natiom1l Urban L<'ague, as the con-
frrrnc.r\ sp<·akcr the night Selma 
ROt in the news. 
This wa. the first time the con-
frrenc·I' took a stand on an "off-
c.ampm," noneducational issue. In a 
~C"liion reminiscrnt of recent National 
!:-tudrnt Association Congresses the 
resolution was passed by about 'a 60 
per rrnt majority after a heated dis-
cu.ssion on its relevance and pro-
pnctv. 
D~ring the· four days of the con-
frrencc, its participants - most of 
\I hom wrre admin~~trators - were 
tqX'atrdly and ~raEhically reminded 
of the mreting's ofi\rial theme: pres-
sures and priorities in higher educa-
l on. 
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'65 and '66 Win 
Academic Honors 
Senior Durant Scholars - Class of 1965 
Anderson, Pamela 
Clise, Jayne 
Crunden, Patricia Eberle 
Dowty, Amy 
1''romson, Susa.n 
Gallagher, Elizabeth 
Goldberg, Sharon 
Hlckenlooper, Virginia 
Hirst. E111n 
Hyd~. Elizabeth 
Ja<'keon, Carol 
Jackeon, Laura 
Lam, Loul11a 
McCarthy, Claire 
Mcconn, Virginia 
Oguss, Frances 
Pelkus, Diane 
Quester, Aline Olson 
Sloane, Margaret 
Snyder, Jane 
Steine. Enid 
Waddell, Roberta. 
Welstrop, Donna 
Wilbur, Jean 
Wolt, Jessica 
Senior Wellesley College Scholars - Class of 1965 
Alba, Maria 
IJallard, Anne 
Beardsley, Elizabeth 
Berchtold, Ellen 
Bergren, Ann 
Berkman, Su!lan 
Bloom, Kathryn 
Bryan. Jane Grlrtlth 
Clarke. Sherry 
Cllmo, Ann 
Daly, Frances 
Drumheller, Betty Laweon 
Early, Karan 
EllinJI;. Vivian 
Hartmann, Caroline 
Hartsock. N"an<'Y 
Hawes, Amanda 
Hawn, Cynthia 
Henry, Judith 
Hh'koi:. Judith 
Hlllbrook. Edith 
Hoag, Mary 
Howland, Faith 
Hrones, Mary 
Hurt, Anne Davies 
Hyman. Susan 
Ivaldy, Anne 
Jackson, Jean 
Jasper, Kathleen 
Kennedy, Elizabeth 
Kenney, Susan 
Kornbllth, Nancy 
Labby, Joan 
Lake, Lesley Shaw 
Landen, Selma 
Lang, Jo 
Lerner, Jeanette 
Levine, Ellen 
Loutrel, Elizabeth 
Machemer, Georgia 
Mlrak, Muriel 
1'lcholson, Deborah 
Parker, Judith 
Parr, Sarah 
Pasley, Nancy 
Puppet, Sandra 
Reiber, Anne 
ReiC'hard, Katb1-yn 
Hile. Dorothy 
Hoberts, Eleanor 
Robinson, Elizabeth Daw110n 
Ross, Amanda 
Jlotbs<'hlld, Terry 
Secunda, Karen 
Shattuck, Stefanie 
Shute. Elizabeth 
Siegel, Louise Little 
Simon, Cathy 
Soller, Audrey 
Stamp, Althea 
Stephens, Cornella 
Stern, Merle 
Stron~. Nancy Morrl11on 
Swinehart, Patricia 
Syversen, Karin 
von Brlesen, Mary 
Walter, Priscilla McConnell 
Wheeler, Sara 
Woldman, Janet 
Wood, Carolyn 
Wrlghtnour, Virginia 
Zerwekh, Faye 
Junior Durant Scholars - Class of 1966 
Barker, Alison 
Boneparth, Ellen 
Bright, Amy 
Broome, Kathleen 
Bryan, Barbara 
Dennis, Sharon 
Dimond, A vie 
Engle, Sally 
Fls<'her, Mary 
Foose, Sara 
Jo'riederlcl, Anne 
Jaffe, Ellen 
Kramer, Jean 
McClelland, Molly 
McDonell, Heath 
Miao, Evelyn 
Moore, Sheri 
Norris, Joan 
Pessar, Linda 
Rosenblum, Ruth 
Russell, Carolyn 
Schauss, Martha 
Tolkoff, Lyn 
Wegner, Ann 
Weissman, Hope 
Junior Wellesley College Scholars - Class of 1966 
Abbott, Elaine 
Baxter, Anna 
Brenner, Marlon 
Bywater, Barbara 
Chapin, Virginia 
Chester, JoAnne 
Conner, Alice 
Cook, Carolyn 
Dutcher, Carol 
Ecklund, Hilda 
Elden, Barbara 
1''awcett, Mary 
1''oreman, Judith 
Gammon, Elinor 
Gimbel, Pamela 
Gimbel, Patricia 
Goodwin, Susan 
Goshen, Barbara 
Harris, Constance 
Jen·ey, Susan 
Kaminsky, Margie 
Keller, Susan 
Kennedy, Florence 
Kirkham, Judith 
Klein, Jutta 
Kolb, Katherine 
Lebacqz, Karen 
Lever, Ann 
Maher, Marjorie 
Matthews, Ellen 
Mazo, Judith 
Ml'Hale, Jane 
McLaughlin, Theresa 
Miller, Christine 
Mlll'hell, Susan 
Mock, Christopher 
Moore. Carol 
Munson, Barbara 
Ober, Nancy 
Pcllar, Judith 
Playter, Caroline 
Remage, Nancy 
Remmer. Karen 
Robertson, Anne 
Rubenstein, Judith 
Salten, Cynthia 
Sayen, Kate 
Schnelder, Patricia 
Schrage, Barbara 
Schultze, Betty 
Shafer, Gretchen 
Shanley, Mary 
Shapiro, Ann-Louise Sticklor 
Sheridan, Lauren 
Siegel, Marjorie 
Smllg, Judith 
Smith, Elaine 
Soloman, Abby 
Spelman, Elizabeth 
Starr, Barbara 
Stellberg, Susan 
Sulllvan, Adrienne 
Swigert, Sally 
Thomas, Suzann 
Van Kleeck, Cornella 
Whitbeck, Christina 
White, Carolyn 
Williams, Marjory 
Wittman, Brendel 
Zeigler, Penelope Proctor 
Viktor Poeschl, Professor of Classi-
<'al Philology at the University of 
Heidelberg. now visitin5 Proff'<;'"Or 0f 
Ciassics at Yale, will give the sec-
ond Horton lecture this year on 
Wednesday, April 7, at 4:40 in the 
Pope Room of ~he Library. 
Friday, March 26 ~ Spring vaca- and Choirmaster at Harvard, will 
CAMPUS I John Ferris, University Organist 
tion starts alter classes. present tlhe final Symphony Hall Or-
Professor Poeschl's topic is "The 
Cla'l3ic Poetry of the Romans". He 
i!' a distinguished scholar in the field 
of Latin literature, especially in fue 
Augustan Ag<'. His hook The Art of 
re_n!il," a study of image and sym-
hol in thr 1lrneid, ha~ bN•n widt•ly 
acclaimed as one ot too most sig-
nificant and stimulating critical 
\:orks in recent Vergilian scholar-
ship. 
Monday, April 5 - Classes begin. gan Concert ot the season at 6 p.m. 
"The Thermal and Respiratory At 8:30 p.m., also in Symphony 
Physiology of Whales and Porpoises" Hall, the Handel and Haydn Society 
will be t'ie topic of a speech by Dr. will present "The Passion Accord-
John Kamumsher of Wood's Hole, ing to St. Luke." 
which will be given at 7:30 p.m. in 'I1he New York Woodwind Quar-
S..-ige. tet with Stanley Walden as bass 
Tuesday, Aprtl 41 - Aileen Ward, clarinet, will perform at the Gardi-
winner of the National Book Award ner Museum at 3 p.m. 
Folksinger Displays 
Freshness, Charm 
for her biograpny ot Keats, will Tuesday, Marcil S8 - The Wooster 
speak on "John Keats: the Quest Oratorio Society will sing a seven-
for Identity" at 7:45 p.m. in Pendle- teenth century oratorio and Ernest 
ton. Bloch's Sacred Service at 8:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, April '1 - Professor V. in Temple Emmanuel. 
Poeschl, visiting professor in classics 
at Yale, will discuss "The Classic 
Poetry of the Romans" at 4: 40 p.m. 
LECTURES 
Sunday, Marcil %8 - Senator~ 
mas A. Dodd of Connecticut will 
speak on "The Use of Firearms: by Lee Sona1tine '67 
ir. Billings. 
Jackie Washington. 25-year-old 
Boston folksinger, typifies the best 
qualities inherent in the present f:>lk 
revival. His simple direct style cou-
pled with a sophisticated awareness 
of M-; audience create an immediate 
rapport t'hat is orten missing from 
concerts by more commercial per-
The Wellesley Christian Fellow-
ship will sponsor a speech by Dr. 
Dan Suggins in the Pope Room at 
Right or Privelege" at 8 p.m. in 
Jordan Hall as part of the Ford Hall 
Forum Series. 
i:l5 p.m. MUSIC Tuesday, Marcil S8 - "The Ex-
Saturday. March 27 _ The Man- treme Right Wing in America" will 
drell Singers. a group noted for its be the topic of a speech by Alan 
handling of blues, ballads and folk Westin of Columbia University who 
and work songs, will give a concert will be speaking at Brandeis Uni-
versity. 
at 8 p.m. in Rindge Tcc11 Auditor-f ormcrs. 
Jackie Washington is a serious 
artist but he delivers his message in 
a painless manner. Last summer he 
v.orked in the Freedom School in 
Mississippi. Commenting on his ex-
perience tliere in a Jordan Hall con-
cert lie srud, "You alway , hear al>Jut 
So11t'1crn hospitality, well I foand it. 
. · Carob "d Thul"!lday, April l - Robert Spca-
iums md M r~~e~.. V Cl"b i1?ht will analyze the place of "Shake-
un ay, ....... ...., - an 1 urn . 'I1h .. 
will perfor:m ~n Symphony H~ll. His I ~I:~ ~~ ::.m. eatre at Boston 
concert will include Brahms Inter- Mond A ril ,. Bon Ov 
. Op l ay, P .. - aro cr-
mezz1. us ~18. nos. 1 and 2• . Bal- ;;treet. author ot "The Strange Tac-
lade ~n G Mmor, Intermezzo m E tics of Extremism," will discuss the 
lat Mmor, and three sonatas by Mo- "P hol · I A ts t Extre 
zart and Liszt. . sr,c ogica . s~ ~ m-1sm at Brandeis Umvers1ty. 
I ThJs<' Southern hospitals took god 
care of me." 
This performer is interested in 
children and they always seC'm to 
undero;tand him. Last summer he I 
put the 5X multiplication table to 
music to make it easier for children 
to remember. He incorporated tlie 
history oC slavery into tihis ohant to 
explain the purpose of the Freedom 
School and now this song is a part 
of liis concert repertoire. 
SPANISH CORRIDOR 
Members of the Spanish corri-
dor, La Atalaya, for 1965-66 are: 
THEATRE 
Thr Plough and the Stars, by Scan 
O 'Casey is playing al the Charles 
Playhou!W, and a musical romt>dy 
ftom London, /lalf a Sixpcnu, is at 
1 hr Colonial. 
Continuing through April 3 at the 
Shubcn is The Roar of the Grease-
paint - The Smell of the Crowd with 
\nthony Ncwley and Cyril Ritchard. 
MOVJES 
Tne ~und of Music, with Julie 
Andrews, starts its run at t!he Gary. He performs regularly at the Club 47 Children's Concerts in Cambridge 
t-.nd this close contact with children 
has influenced his other concert pro-
grams. "Little Brown Dog" "Esta 
Navidad," "Don't Kick My Dog 
Around," all children's songs, are 
complemented by Jackie's boyitl: 
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:: I Bette Davis's thriller, Hush, Hush, 
•• Sweet Charlotte, is at ~e Orpheum 
Lyn Tolkotf '66, director; Ter-
ry M<·Laughlln '66, Adele-Marie 
Sibson '66. Sandy Cano '67, Ellen 
Doblin '67, Sue Rekhgott '67, 
Marianne Spent'er '67, Mary 
Louh~e Avaklan '68. Marsha 
Chmiel '68, Dorothy Deacon '68, 
Diane Denno '68, Bette Myerson 
'68, and Ann Ralston '68. 
delivery. I 
Mr. Philip W. Conn, Field 
Representative for VISTA, the 
nationwide anti-poverty program 
will be In the Wellesley Place-
ment Office on Friday, Aprll 9 
to talk with all students who are 
interested In learning more 
about the program. He wlll be in 
Gret>n Hall, room 239 to talk in· 
formally. If you are interested in 
seeing Mr. Conn. please sign up 
In the recruiter book in room 
23!l. 
and the Cinema, Framingham.Gold-
nn,er ends March 30 at the Music 
I itall where The Trala with Burt '..ancaster opens March 31. Bow to Murder Your Wife, wit!h Jack Lem-
·non, continues at the Beacon Hill, 
'.orba the Greek, with Anthony 
Quinn, remains at the Capri, and 
The Greatest Story Ever Told bas 
opened at the Cinerama. 
Commun HJ 
Wellealey Hilla Pl•Jh••• CEdar 5-0047 
Yet Jackie Washington's ability 
isn't limited to children's songs and 
protest movements. His parodies of 
rock and roll music, especially 
"Rose and a Baby Ruth" and "Wol- 1 
verton Mountain" are audience fav-1 
orites. From his mother he learned 
n1any Spani9h and Puerto Rican 
songs perfect for his wide vocal I 
range. ·-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;:;;;;::;;;::::::::::::::~ 
Jackie Wa9ltington is a graduate 1 1'. 
Evening• at 7:45 
Sun. Contlnuoua Beginning 4: 15 
of Emerson C.>llege. he first ap-
peared in Bosron Area clubs wrile 
still in college and has recently be- I 
gun giving concerts in other parts of 
~he country. He prefers the Boston 
area, however. because of tlle great 
1 musical freedom given to perform-
ers. He can be heard often at the 
Club 47 in Cambridge or the Unicorn 
in Boston. 
(Continued from page Five) 
ences will come a voting bill written 
1 by Vhe people themselves. 
Boston Friends of SNCC welcomes 
nil students \\~ho are willing to 
work on these expanded Mississippi 
Project::: during the 1965 summer. · 
Northern students are encouraged I 
to participate in confercncC's to mo-
bilize support tor the MFDP. to raise I 
funds, to become politically involvC'd. 
Mr. Forman summarized SNCC's 
rt•asons for civil rights work: "This 
concerns not only Mississippi, but 
the entire nation." 
PRIZES 
Davenport Prize for "excellence 
i In oral Interpretation and apeak-
•1 Ing" to Linda J. Almgren '66. 
E. Folger Williama Prize for ex-
cellence In German to Ann c'.' 
Hiii, '67. 
~- ~ ~.11 
PICTURE FRAMING 11 
SALE 
STARTING MONDAY, APRIL 5 ii 
Hathaway House l 
Bookshop 
Tix. .._M,Ut. 2.M 
Anllableet 
STllNHT'S 
301 MAIN ST., wo1taSTB 
(fo< Mall Orders fnct-
Stampad S.lf-Addreued fnvalopal 
SUN., APRIL 4, ;'.:. 
Now Showing Enda Sat., Mar. 'ZT 
Anne Bancroft Acad. Award 
Nominee In 
"THE PUMPKIN EATER" 
alao "GENEVIEVE" 
Sun., Mon., Tuea. Mar. 28-29-30 
Ann Margaret Tony Francloaa 
"THE PLEASURE SEEKtERS" 
alao Richard Attenborough in 
"GUNS OF BATISI" 
Laat Complete Show Sunday at 7 
Wed.-Sat. - Mar. 31-Apr. 3 
Jamee Garner & Eva Marie Saint 
In "36 HOURS" 
The Wellesley National Bank 
Four Convenient 
Wellesley Square 
Weston Rood 
Offices 
Wellesley Hilfs 
Lower Falls 
• Artistically Handled 
• Reasonably l'riced I l , 
Complete Arti1h' Supplies 11 
where banlrinc is made convenient 
f« the Weu~,dey Collqe Studettts 
.._lier r .. onl Oepoelt llu1ura11ce C•rf'O'allOll WELLESLEY ART SHOI' 
14 WOH St. CE ~-5527 ---.r f'ecloral lo•"" S7SI-
"- - - - - -- -
1 .... 
